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Executive Summary
The Humane Alternatives to Long-Term (HALT) Solitary Confinement Law (hereinafter “the 

HALT Law” or “the HALT Solitary Law”) passed on March 31, 2021, and went into effect on 

March 31, 2022, following years of grassroots organizing and advocacy. The Correctional 

Association of New York (CANY) – an organization that has been monitoring prison 

conditions since its founding in 1844 and is the only independent organization in New 

York State with authority to monitor state prisons and publicly report findings – has been 

monitoring implementation of the HALT Law in state prisons.1

The HALT Law is considered the most expansive and progressive legislative change in the 

United States concerning the practice of solitary confinement, known more generally as 

segregation. HALT dictates fundamental shifts in the duration and definition of segregation; 

perhaps even more significantly, the law prescribes a sea change in the philosophical 

underpinnings of behavior management in prisons. Implementation of the law has been met 

with harsh critique and resistance by some staff within the Department of Corrections and 

Community Supervision (DOCCS), who have linked the law to reported increases in violence 

in the prisons; various data outlined in this report raise questions about the connection 

between any increase in violence and the implementation of HALT. Other corrections staff 

acknowledge that the Department had relied too heavily on segregation in the past and 

embrace the opportunity to expand programming, even as they navigate the challenges.

This report presents CANY’s findings and recommendations regarding implementation 

of the law in state prisons thus far, based on CANY’s prison monitoring activities in the 

time leading up to implementation and between April and December 2022. The findings 

presented here should be considered in that context: CANY has monitored the first eight 

months of implementation of a law that seeks to transform practices that have been in 

place for decades.

In anticipation of the HALT Law taking effect, DOCCS ended the practice of keeplock (a form 

of segregation or solitary confinement) starting in late 2021. The HALT Law has also led to a 

reduction in the use of Special Housing Units (SHU), another form of segregation or solitary 

confinement, and a reduction in the amount of time people are kept in SHU. In addition, 

some incarcerated people who had spent years and decades in SHU have been moved 

to alternative units or to general population. Moreover, DOCCS is operating alternative 

units, known under the law as Residential Rehabilitation Units (RRUs), that are providing 

opportunities for out-of-cell programming and engagement. DOCCS has also published 

a variety of administrative data and reports in compliance with the law, representing an 

increase in information-sharing, transparency, and accountability.

1 Most provisions in the HALT Law apply to all local jails throughout New York State in addition to the state prisons. 
This report focuses on implementation of the law in state prisons and does not address implementation in local jails.
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CANY’s monitoring and DOCCS’ publicly released administrative data have documented 

numerous departures from basic adherence to the HALT Solitary Law, including:

• holding people in SHU for upwards of six times the legal limit

• holding people in special populations who are prohibited from placement in 

segregated confinement in such confinement

• providing as little as three hours of out-of-cell time in some RRUs

• not providing access to mandatory DOCCS programming in RRUs

• automatically placing all people in RRUs in restraints during programming

• operating various units outside of the requirements of both segregated 

confinement and RRUs

• sending people to SHU and RRUs for reasons not allowed under the law

• holding nearly everyone in confinement prior to a disciplinary hearing and not 

providing meaningful opportunities for representation

CANY urges the state to take further steps to achieve compliance with both the language 

and the intent of the law. To support this transformation, CANY makes the following 

recommendations.

 • Implementation of the Law:

 ⚪  DOCCS must publicly articulate explanations for lack of adherence to or 

full implementation of each of HALT’s requirements and outline steps that 

can be taken now to follow the law’s requirements.

 ⚪ Both DOCCS and the Office of Mental Health (OMH, which operates 

mental health services and programs inside DOCCS facilities) should 

publish and adopt regulations in line with the requirements of HALT.

 • Programs for People Incarcerated in Prison:

 ⚪ DOCCS should build on its success in operating programs for incarcerated 

people by increasing the level of programming systemwide, including by 

offering rehabilitative programs toward the beginning, rather than toward 

the end, of an individual’s sentence (i.e., “front-loading” mandatory 

programs); expanding college, peer-led, and volunteer led programs; 

implementing more opportunities for incentives; and seek external support 

to resolve recruitment challenges for program and clinical staff.

 ⚪ OMH should articulate its role and needs in the operation of RRUs and 

expand its important partnership with DOCCS to provide additional mental 

health services and establish programs in these units.

 ⚪ DOCCS should continue to develop meaningful program opportunities for 

people in SHU and RRU that inspire robust participation.
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 • Safety and Violence:

 ⚪ CANY calls upon DOCCS to increase transparency regarding how the 

agency is assessing, understanding, and responding to violence in the 

prisons including by publishing recommendations from the Prison Violence 

Task Force and publicly releasing data analysis on incidents of violence.

 ⚪ DOCCS should engage research partners to study causes of violence and 

mechanisms for reducing violence and increasing safety; the results of 

these studies should be made public and should lead to partnerships 

with experts on violence reduction to implement evidence-based, model 

interventions. 

 • Promote Culture Change:

 ⚪ CANY encourages DOCCS to continue to increase and diversify training, 

professional development, and wellness opportunities for all staff; to 

engage with external experts in solutions that build workforce morale; and 

to continue to develop innovative recruitment strategies and partnerships 

to adequately staff facilities, particularly in medical and program areas.

 ⚪ CANY calls upon the Governor’s Office to establish a multidisciplinary 

advisory committee that works cooperatively with DOCCS to inform and 

support philosophical shifts in culture in prisons.

 ⚪ CANY urges the Legislature to pass laws that create incentives for 

incarcerated people to engage in productive activities that lead to 

opportunities for release, including expanded parole release, sentencing 

credits, and earned time off.
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Introduction

Background on the Risks of Segregated 
Confinement and Other Forms of Solitary 
Confinement
There is a large and ever-growing body of evidence showing that solitary confinement 

causes suffering, significant physical and mental health risks, and counterproductive 

impacts on safety.2 As early as the 1800s, when segregated confinement was originally 

introduced, people quickly realized the devastating effects it can have. In 1890, the United 

States Supreme Court described the impact of segregated confinement in the case In re 

Medley, writing that “a considerable number of the [people in segregated confinement] fell, 

after even a short confinement, into a semi-fatuous condition, from which it was next to 

impossible to arouse them, and others became violently insane; others still, committed 

suicide; while those who stood the ordeal better were not generally reformed, and in most 

cases did not recover sufficient mental activity to be of any subsequent service to the 

community.”3

In recent decades, myriad studies have shown that segregated confinement can cause 

psychosis, anxiety, depression, and even a particular “solitary confinement syndrome.” Forty 

years ago, in 1983, based on interviews conducted with people in segregated confinement, 

Dr. Stuart Grassian described this particular syndrome caused by segregated confinement 

as involving “anxiety”, “perceptual changes”, “generalized hyperresponsivity to external 

stimuli”, “perceptual distortions, hallucinations, and derealization experiences”, “affective 

disturbances”, “difficulties with thinking, concentration, and memory”, “disturbances of 

thought content”, “emergence of primitive, ego-dystonic fantasies”, “ideas of reference, 

paranoia”, and “problems with impulse control.”4

2 A note on terminology throughout this report. Prior to the passage of the HALT Solitary Confinement Law, the term 
“segregated confinement” had a specific meaning in New York State law that only included people who were in disciplinary 
confinement in a SHU or long-term keeplock unit and did not include, for instance, people in administrative segregation, 
people in keeplock, or people in other forms of isolation or solitary confinement. As discussed in this report, HALT’s passage 
redefined “segregated confinement” to include any form of cell confinement beyond 17 hours a day. As such, segregated 
confinement could include people in SHU, an alternative unit, or general population if the conditions of confinement involve 
being in any form of cell confinement beyond 17 hours a day. DOCCS’s publicly reported data on the use of “segregated 
confinement” includes people who are in segregated confinement in a SHU, and does not include people who may be in other 
forms of cell confinement for more than 17 hours a day, such as people in an RRU, other alternative unit, or general population. 
For ease of use for discussing these inter-related terms, this report generally: a) utilizes the term of “segregated confinement” 
in the introduction to the report when discussing the history and impacts of the use of all forms of solitary confinement – 
rather than just the previously narrow definition in New York Law; b) utilizes the term “segregated confinement” throughout the 
rest of the report when discussing the use of SHU after HALT’s enactment, as DOCCS is currently reporting; and c) utilizes the 
terms “RRU” or “alternative unit” to describe those units, while pointing out when those conditions are in practice segregated 
confinement.
3 In re Medley, 134 U.S. 160 (1890).
4 Stuart Grassian, Psychopathological Effects of Solitary Confinement, American Journal of Psychiatry, Am J 
Psychiatry, 140:11, p. 1452-1453, Nov. 1983, available at: https://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/epdf/10.1176/ajp.140.11.1450. See 
also Stuart Grassian, Psychiatric Effects of Solitary Confinement, 22 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 325 (2006), available at: https://
openscholarship.wustl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1362&context=law_journal_law_policy.
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Numerous studies in subsequent decades have consistently documented how the social 

isolation and sensory deprivation of segregated confinement leads to significant mental 

health harm and particular psychiatric and psychological symptoms, including psychosis, 

paranoia, depression, anxiety, hallucinations, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), self 

harm, suicide, and more.5 The evidence indicates that the harm of segregated confinement 

is not the particular cell a person is in, the size of the cell, or the name or purpose of 

the unit, but rather stems from the social isolation it imposes and the lack of regular 

meaningful human interaction.6 People in segregated confinement are upwards of seven 

to 12 times more likely to engage in self-harm and six times more likely to die by suicide.7 

These harms of segregated confinement are “now a largely settled scientific fact.”8 More 

recent research has also shown that segregated confinement additionally causes significant 

harm to neurological and physical health as well. For example, research shows that 

segregated confinement can physically cause changes to a person’s brain.9 In addition, 

segregated confinement has been shown to cause heart disease and increase the risk of 

heart attacks and strokes.10

Even after a person is released from incarceration, a study of hundreds of thousands of 

people released from North Carolina prison during a 15-year period shows that any time 

spent in segregated confinement significantly increases the risk of death by all causes, 

including suicide and overdose, with such risks increasing if a person was placed in 

segregated confinement on more than one occasion or was held for longer periods of time.11 

Additional research shows that even spending one or two days in segregated confinement 

5 See, e.g., Stuart Grassian, Psychiatric Effects of Solitary Confinement, 22 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 325 (2006), 
available at: https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1362&context=law_journal_law_policy; Kayla James 
& Elena Vanko, The Impacts of Solitary Confinement, Vera Institute of Justice, April 2021, available at: https://www.vera.org/
downloads/publications/the-impactsof-solitary-confinement.pdf;
6 Terry Allen Kupers, Solitary Confinement by Any Other Name is Still Solitary, and Needs to End, City Limits, Aug. 
6, 2021, available at: https://citylimits.org/2021/08/06/opinion-solitary-confinement-by-any-other-name-is-still-solitary-and-
needs-to-end/.
7 Fatos Kaba et al., Disparities in Mental Health Referral and Diagnosis in the New York City Jail Mental Health Service, 
105 Am. J. Pub. Health 1911-1916 (2015), available at: http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/full/10.2105/AJPH.2015.302699; The 
Walls are Closing in on Me: Suicide and Self-Harm in New York State’s Solitary Confinement Units, 2015-2019, #HALTsolitary 
Campaign, May 2020, available at: http://nycaic.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Walls-Are-Closing-In-On-Me_For-
Distribution.pdf.
8 Craig Haney, The Science of Solitary: Expanding the Harmfulness Narrative, Northwestern Law Review, Vol. 115, No. 1, 
2020, available at: https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1431&context=nulr.
9 Elena Blanco-Suarez, The Effects of Solitary Confinement on the Brain, Psychology Today, Feb. 27, 2019, available 
at: https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/brain-chemistry/201902/the-effects-solitary-confinement-the-brain; Dana G. 
Smith, Neuroscientists Make a Case against Solitary Confinement, Scientific American, Nov. 9, 2018, available at: https://www.
scientificamerican.com/article/neuroscientists-make-a-case-against-solitary-confinement/; Jules Lobel & Huda Akil, Law & 
Neuroscience: The Case of Solitary Confinement, Daedalus (2018) 147 (4), p. 61–75, available at: https://direct.mit.edu/daed/
article/147/4/61/27222/Law-amp-Neuroscience-The-Case-of-Solitary.
10 Brie Williams, Amanda Li, et. al., The Cardiovascular Health Burdens of Solitary Confinement, J Gen Intern Med 
34(10):1977–80, June 21, 2019, available at: https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s11606-019-05103-6.pdf; Tasfia Jahangir, 
Solitary confinement is bad for the heart too, Massive Science, Jan. 20, 2020, available at: https://massivesci.com/notes/
cardiovascular-health-comparison-solitary-confinementprison-health/.
11 Lauren Brinkley-Rubinstein, Josie Sivaraman, and David L. Rosen, Association of Restrictive Housing During 
Incarceration With Mortality After Release, JAMA Netw Open. 2019;2(10):e1912516, Oct. 4, 2019, available at: https://jamanetwork.
com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2752350.
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increases the risk of death after release from incarceration.12 In a related manner, 

segregated confinement also worsens safety for everyone, both in prisons and in outside 

communities. Because segregated confinement causes people to deteriorate mentally and 

physically, it makes it more likely that a person will have outbursts of aggression and engage 

in harmful acts.13 Studies indicate that after release from prison, people who have spent 

time in segregated confinement are more likely to return to incarceration.14

By contrast, programs that involve full days of out-of-cell group programming have led to 

far greater safety and health outcomes. For example, the Merle Cooper program, which is 

no longer in operation at Clinton Correctional Facility, involved people being separated from 

the general prison population, but in a unit comparable to the general population, with full 

days of out-of-cell time, group programming, peer-led programming, and even the ability 

to earn the right to have unlocked cells at night.15 This program was highly praised by staff, 

administrators, and participants, and continues to receive positive appraisals from security 

staff during CANY monitoring visits.16

Background on the Use of Segregated 
Confinement and Other Forms of Solitary 
Confinement in New York State Prisons
New York State utilized segregated confinement and other forms of solitary confinement 

in a widespread and racially disproportionate manner in recent decades.17 Indeed, 

administrators with whom CANY representatives have spoken with over the past eight 

12 James Dean, Solitary confinement heightens post-incarceration death risk, Cornell Chronicle, Feb. 5, 2020, available 
at: https://news.cornell.edu/stories/2020/02/solitary-confinement-heightens-post-incarceration-death-risk; Christopher 
Wildeman and Lars H Andersen, Solitary confinement placement and post-release mortality risk among formerly incarcerated 
individuals: a population-based study, The Lancet Public Health, Vol. 5, Issue 2, Feb. 2020, pp. e107-e113, available at: https://
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468266719302713.
13 Stuart Grassian, Psychiatric Effects of Solitary Confinement, 22 WASH. U. J. L. & POL’Y 325 (2006), available at: 
https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1362&context=law_journal_law_policy.
14 See, e.g., Lauren Brinkley-Rubinstein, Josie Sivaraman, and David L. Rosen, Association of Restrictive Housing 
During Incarceration With Mortality After Release, JAMA Netw Open. 2019;2(10):e1912516, Oct. 4, 2019, available at: https://
jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2752350; Lonnie Burton, Solitary to the Streets: Studies Find 
Such Releases Result in Higher Recidivism Rates, Violent Behavior, Jan. 8, 2018, available at: https://www.prisonlegalnews.
org/news/2018/jan/8/solitarystreets- studies-find-such-releases-result-higher-recidivism-rates-violent-behavior/; James 
Gilligan, Punishment Fails. Rehabilitation Works, The New York Times, Dec. 19, 2012, available at: https://www.nytimes.com/
roomfordebate/2012/12/18/prison-could-be-productive/punishmentfails-rehabilitation-works.
15 Clinton Correctional Facility, Correctional Association of New York, 2014, p. 56-63, available at: https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1DXcZOz7cKKTsUUj2HkU5XmQvNJgmVTvM/view?usp=sharing.
16 For example, a security union representative at one of the prisons CANY monitored in 2022 who raised concerns 
about the HALT Law described the success of the former Merle Cooper program and the positive aspects of the program and 
its impact on safety.
17 Lockdown New York: Disciplinary Confinement in New York State Prisons, Correctional Association of New York, 
October 2003, available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5c4f6dbfaa4a992d9a98dd29/1
548709312139/2003+Lockdown+in+New+Yorks+Prisons.pdf; Mental Health in the House of Corrections, Correctional Association 
of New York, June 2004, available at: http://www.antoniocasella.eu/archipsy/Mental-Health_NY-2004.pdf; The Solitary 
Confinement of Youth in New York: A Civil Rights Violation, New York Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 
December 2014, available at: https://www.usccr.gov/files/pubs/docs/NYSAC-Solitary-Confinement-Report-without-Cover.
pdf; viva Stahl, Transgender Women in New York State Prisons Face Solitary Confinement and Sexual Assault, Solitary Watch, 
Aug. 7, 2014, available at: https://solitarywatch.org/2014/08/07/transgender-women-in-new-york-stateprisons-face-solitary-
confinement-and-sexual-assault/.
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months have acknowledged the historical overuse of segregation in state prisons. 

Numerous earlier reforms have sought to unwind the overreliance on the practice. The SHU 

Exclusion Law was passed by the New York State legislature in January 2008 – expanding 

upon a 2007 litigation settlement in Disabilities Advocates, Inc. v. NYS Office of Mental 

Health – and took full effect in July 2011.18 While that law led to some relief for some people 

with the most serious mental health needs, the overall use of segregated confinement 

and other forms of isolation continued. In 2012, the New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) 

documented, for instance, that roughly 4,500 people were in Special Housing Units (SHU) on 

a given day at the time for 23 to 24 hours a day, for months, years, and decades.19

While the 2016 settlement of the Peoples v. Annucci lawsuit resulted in some additional 

relief, the use of segregated confinement and isolation continued in New York’s prisons. 

CANY documented the continued risks of people being held in segregated confinement in 

a 2018 report on the Southport Correctional Facility,20 which was a prison exclusively used 

for segregated confinement that closed in March 2022, and documented the particular risks 

of segregated confinement for women.21 A 2019 NYCLU report found that while the number 

of sanctions to SHU had some decreases as a result of the settlement, the state prisons 

increased the total number of sanctions to isolating disciplinary confinement by increasing 

the number of sanctions to keeplock, where people were locked in a cell 23 to 24 hours per 

day.22 Specifically, there were still over 38,000 disciplinary confinement sanctions imposed 

during the course of one year in 2018, including 10,466 SHU sanctions and 27,783 keeplock 

sanctions. A 2020 report documented that the rate of self-harm in New York’s prisons was 

12 times higher in SHU than the rest of the prison population, with suicide attempts in the 

prisons as a whole occurring, on average, almost once every two days, and the rate of death 

by suicide was five times higher in SHU and keeplock.23 During CANY’s visit to Upstate in 

March 2022, just prior to HALT implementation, people interviewed in SHU continued to 

report long stays in SHU.

The HALT Solitary Confinement Act was considered during the course of eight legislative 

sessions from 2014 through 2021. During that time, the state legislature weighed evidence, 

18 SHU Exclusion Law of 2008, 2008 N.Y. Laws 1 (codified as amended at N.Y. CORRECT. LAW §§ 137 & 401-a and N.Y. 
MENTAL HYG. LAW § 45.)
19 Boxed In: The True Cost of Extreme Isolation in New York Prisons, New York Civil Liberties Union, 2012, available at: 
https://www.nyclu.org/sites/default/files/publications/nyclu_boxedin_FINAL.pdf.
20 Solitary at Southport, Correctional Association of New York, 2017, available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5c4f5bd8562fa7fb256b550d/1548704749745/2017+Solitary+at+Southport.pdf.
21 Prison within Prison: Voices of Women Held in Isolated Confinement in New York, Correctional Association of New 
York, 2018, available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5c4f5c2970a6adb2776942ac/154
8704820918/2018+Voices+of+Women+in+Isolated+Confinement.pdf; Reproductive Injustice: The State of Reproductive Health 
Care for Women in New York State Prisons, Women in Prison Project of the Correctional Association of New York, 2015, available 
at: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5c4f5d01758d466ad39b0a97/1548705033102/2015+Repr
oductve+Injustice+in+New+Yorks+Prisons.pdf.
22 Trapped Inside: The Past, Present, and Future of Solitary Confinement in New York, New York Civil Liberties Union, 
Oct. 2019, available at: https://www.nyclu.org/sites/default/files/field_documents/201910_nyclu_solitary_web.pdf.
23 The Walls are Closing in on Me: Suicide and Self-Harm in New York State’s Solitary Confinement Units, 2015-2019, 
#HALTsolitary Campaign, May 2020. http://nycaic.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Walls-Are-Closing-In-On-Me_For-
Distribution.pdf. The response by the Office of Mental Health, appended here, cites a footnote that was missing in an earlier 
review copy, and which has since been updated.
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heard testimony, and spoke directly with stakeholders. The HALT Act was amended twice 

in order to address issues raised by corrections administrators. Ultimately, a supermajority 

in the New York State Senate and the New York State Assembly voted to pass the HALT 

Solitary Confinement Act and Governor Andrew Cuomo signed it into law.

Summary of the Core Components of the 
HALT Solitary Law
The overall intended purposes of the HALT Solitary Law are to restrict the use of segregated 

confinement, restrict the use of disciplinary confinement and isolation, and require the 

use of alternative interventions, including alternative forms of separation, that have been 

shown to better protect people’s health and well-being and better support institutional and 

public safety. By defining segregated confinement as any form of cell confinement beyond 

17 hours a day, restricting the criteria of conduct that can result in placement in segregated 

confinement or alternative Residential Rehabilitation Units (RRUs), excluding some groups 

of people from segregated confinement entirely, limiting segregated confinement for all 

other people to a maximum limit of 15 consecutive days, and creating various mechanisms 

for release from RRUs, the HALT Law aims to reshape the use and scale of segregated 

confinement in prisons in New York. At the same time, the HALT Law aims to create 

alternative environments rooted in best practices and proven models that utilize separation 

without isolation.

More specifically, to achieve these overall aims, some of the core components of the HALT 

Solitary Law include the following.

1. HALT places strict limits on the use of segregated confinement.

The HALT Law expands the definition of segregated confinement to any form of cell 

confinement beyond 17 hours a day, regardless of the form of the confinement unit or 

status of the confined person, other than in a facility-wide emergency or for the purposes 

of providing medical or mental health care in a clinic area or close proximity. HALT prohibits 

any person from being held in segregated confinement beyond 15 consecutive days and 

generally 20 days in any 60-day period. HALT also prohibits any person who fits within a 

defined “special population” from spending any time in segregated confinement, including 

people 21 and younger, people 55 and older, pregnant and post-partum people, people with 

mental health diagnoses, and people with physical or cognitive disabilities.

2. HALT requires out-of-cell programming in segregated 
confinement.

The HALT Law requires that people in segregated confinement, up until the limits above, 

be in the least restrictive environment necessary and have access to at least four hours of 

daily out-of-cell programming, including access to at least one hour of recreation.
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3. HALT provides clear out-of-cell programming and activity 
requirements in alternative forms of separation.

HALT requires that at the end of 15 consecutive days of segregated confinement, or 

if a person is in a special population, a person must either be released to the general 

facility population or be placed in an alternative rehabilitative and therapeutic unit, 

named Residential Rehabilitation Units (RRUs). The HALT Law requires that such units 

be “therapeutic and trauma-informed”, provide “therapy, treatment, and rehabilitative 

programming”, and “aim to address individual treatment and rehabilitation needs and 

underlying causes of problematic behaviors”. In such units, the law requires that people 

be in the least restrictive environment necessary and generally have access to seven 

hours of daily out-of-cell congregate programs, recreation, and activities. People in RRUs 

must have access to programs comparable to the “mandatory” programs available to the 

general population and therapeutic programming aimed at addressing the reasons for their 

separation. There must be staff-led programs, and other out-of-cell time may include peer-

led and volunteer-led programs. There is also a presumption against the use of restraints 

during programming, meaning that the decision to use restraints for safety should be 

determined on an individualized basis.

4. HALT strictly limits the sanctions criteria of conduct that can 
result in segregated confinement or alternatives.

HALT has multiple provisions to limit the use of disciplinary confinement sanctions. HALT 

requires the use of de-escalation and non-disciplinary interventions as the preferred 

methods for responding to misbehavior and requires that disciplinary sanctions be imposed 

only as a last resort. In addition, HALT requires that no person be subject to more than 

three consecutive days of segregated confinement or to time in an RRU unless that person 

has committed one act from a list of specifically defined acts and the act was “so heinous 

or destructive” that keeping the person in general population would pose “a significant risk 

of imminent serious physical injury” and create “an unreasonable risk” to security. HALT 

does not allow for people to be placed in segregated confinement for more than three days 

or placement in an RRU for any reasons other than conduct matching those criteria.

5. HALT provides for multiple mechanisms of release from RRUs.

While continuing to allow time cuts to take place for people who have received disciplinary 

confinement sanctions, the HALT Law provides for various additional mechanisms for 

release from RRUs. Specifically, HALT requires that people be released from an RRU if their 

disciplinary sanction expires. The law additionally requires that all people in the RRUs have 

a rehabilitation plan developed, receive 60-day reviews, and have the right to be discharged 

from the RRU if they complete what is required of them. Further, the HALT Law generally 

imposes a one-year limit on confinement in an RRU, unless the person has committed one 
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of the very serious acts listed in the law within the previous six months or in extraordinary 

circumstances if the commissioners of corrections and mental health both determine that 

the person poses an “extraordinary and unacceptable risk of imminent harm”.

6. HALT requires that all housing units comport with the 
requirements for segregated confinement and RRUs.

Because HALT defines segregated confinement as any form of cell confinement beyond 

17 hours a day, every type of housing unit and location in a prison is subject to HALT’s 

requirements for either segregated confinement or an RRU. In addition, HALT specifically 

prohibits protective custody as a reason for placing a person in segregated confinement 

(i.e., cell confinement for more than 17 hours a day) and any protective custody unit must, 

at a minimum, follow the RRU requirements. Similarly, HALT requires that all Residential 

Mental Health Treatment Units (RMHTUs) – alternative units for people with serious mental 

health needs – follow the RRU requirements in addition to other requirements for RMHTUs.

7. HALT enhances due process protections.

The HALT Law creates a presumption against the use of segregated confinement before 

a disciplinary hearing and requires that, when a person is confined pre-hearing, that the 

disciplinary hearing be held within five days of confinement unless the person charged 

seeks a postponement. HALT also permits all people facing segregated confinement or 

placement in an RRU to have legal representation.

8. HALT has various other requirements, including regarding 
reporting, oversight, training, services, and other protections.

Among other provisions, the HALT Law requires DOCCS to publish on its website monthly, 

semi-annual, and annual reports on the use of segregated confinement and RRUs. The 

law also requires the Justice Center for the Protection of People with Special Needs – a 

state entity outside of DOCCS – to assess and report on state prisons’ implementation 

of all aspects of the HALT Law. Further, the HALT Law requires all hearing officers and all 

people who work in SHU or RRU to undergo specialized training. The law also prohibits any 

limitations on services, treatment, or basic needs as punishment.
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Methodology
This report makes use of two primary sources of data: 1) data collected during CANY prison 

monitoring activities, including in-person prison monitoring visits and communications with 

or on behalf of people in prison; and 2) data published by DOCCS.

In-Person Monitoring Visits and Activities
This report includes information gathered during monitoring visits to seven New York 

State prisons: Upstate Correctional Facility in March 2022 and again in November 2022, 

Elmira Correctional Facility in April 2022, Albion Correctional Facility in June 2022, Orleans 

Correctional Facility in June 2022, Coxsackie Correctional Facility in July 2022, Marcy 

Correctional Facility in October 2022, and Midstate Correctional Facility in October 2022.

During an in-person monitoring visit, the CANY delegation is typically comprised of 6-12 

representatives who meet with each prison’s executive staff, incarcerated individuals 

who serve as representatives from the Incarcerated Liaison Committee (ILC) and the 

Incarcerated Grievance Review Committee (IGRC), employee union representatives, medical 

staff, staff from the state Office of Mental Health (OMH), and academic and vocational 

staff. During these meetings, CANY staff and volunteers ask targeted questions and take 

notes to document experiences and issues identified at each prison. Visual observation by 

CANY representatives, in addition to information provided by the Department of Corrections 

and Community Supervision staff, are used to corroborate reports made by incarcerated 

people, with the aim of ensuring that findings presented in CANY reports are sufficiently 

triangulated.

When not meeting in the groups described above, CANY representatives walk throughout 

each prison and speak with incarcerated people who are either in housing units (i.e., 

cellblocks or dorms), clinical facilities, or in program areas. During interviews with 

incarcerated people, CANY representatives utilize a protocol form for each person 

interviewed. At the conclusion of each monitoring visit, CANY representatives compile 

data, review notes made during the monitoring visit, and compare them to relevant 

historical data. The information is then synthesized to develop high level findings and 

recommendations.

In addition to prison monitoring visits, this report contains information gathered from 

communications with people in prisons across New York State and their family members 

and loved ones, including communications by letter, email, and phone call.
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Data Published by the Department of 
Corrections and Community Supervision
Pursuant to requirements under the HALT Solitary Law, DOCCS is required to publicly 

report on the use of segregated confinement and alternatives on a monthly, semi-annual, 

and annual basis. At the time of the drafting of this report, DOCCS had published monthly 

reports with relevant data at a snapshot in time for May 1, 2022; June 1, 2022; July 1, 2022; 

August 1, 2022; September 1, 2022; October 1, 2022; and December 1, 2022; as well as a 

semi-annual report with that same data from May 1 through October 1. DOCCS also had 

published a monthly and semi-annual list of incidents that resulted in SHU sanctions from 

April through September and November.

The monthly reporting data includes information and demographic breakdowns on the 

number of people DOCCS has designated as being in segregated confinement and the 

number of people in Residential Rehabilitation Units. As required under the HALT Law, 

demographic breakdowns include race and ethnicity, sex, age, OMH level, medical level, 

pregnancy status, substance abuse treatment need, and substance abuse program 

participation status. The data also breaks down the use of segregated confinement and 

RRUs by state prison, and the length of time people have been in segregated confinement 

and RRUs.

The release of this information represents a major increase in information-sharing on 

the part of DOCCS. CANY commends this significant step forward in transparency and 

accountability. In addition to the data published pursuant to the HALT Law, this report has 

also analyzed data from other DOCCS reports and DOCCS’ monthly fact sheets, including 

data related to assaults, data related to SHU cell occupants, and data related to the overall 

prison population.
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Conflicting Perceptions Regarding 
Safety and Violence
The New York State Correctional Officers and Police Benevolent Association (NYSCOPBA), 

the union representing correction officers across the state, along with some security staff 

and administrators during CANY monitoring visits, have raised concerns about the impact of 

HALT on violence in the prisons. They have argued that HALT is contributing to an escalation 

in violence because of an inaccurate perception that HALT has eliminated consequences for 

violent behavior. As Acting Commissioner Anthony Annucci testified before the legislature, 

when asked about why he felt confident HALT would not have a negative impact on safety, 

“our ability to separate is still intact. The theme going forward is separation, not isolation. 

... [People will] get out-of-cell structured programming and treatment.”24 In December 

2021, before HALT went into effect, Commissioner Annucci established the Prison Violence 

Task Force in response to rising reports of assaults on staff by incarcerated people. The 

Task Force is comprised of prison superintendents, security line staff, civilian staff, and 

administrators. In October 2022, at the invitation of DOCCS, CANY attended a meeting of 

the Task Force to observe the discussion, which included a discussion of a variety of factors 

contributing to violence; a presentation of wideranging recommendations and suggestions 

made by Task Force members; new initiatives that have been undertaken in 2022, including 

changes to Directive 4911, which restricts the ability of incarcerated people to receive 

packages from family or friends; and discussions, held via WebEx with union representatives 

and representatives of the Incarcerated Liaison Committees at four correctional facilities, 

which were aimed at identifying factors that may contribute to rates of violence. Following 

the October meeting, CANY presented DOCCS with suggestions for further analysis of its 

administrative data to identify possible drivers of violence inside the prisons.

Any incident involving violence in prison should provoke serious concern and a strong 

response aimed at preventing further violence. However, it is important to consider that 

over 98% of staff involved in all reported assaults on staff since HALT went into effect 

between April and November 202225 had either no injury (73%) or minor injury (25%).26 

Similarly, between April and November 2022, over 99% of staff involved in reported assaults 

24 New York State Joint Budget Hearing – Public Protection, Transcript, p. 376, January 25, 2022, available at: https://
legislation.nysenate.gov/pdf/hearings/PublicProtection2022.txt/.
25 DOCCS Fact Sheets, April 1, 2022 through December 1, 2022, available at:  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/04/doccsfact-sheet-april-2022_0.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/05/doccs-fact-sheet-may-2022.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/06/doccs-fact-sheet-june-2022_0.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/07/doccs-fact-sheet-july-2022.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/08/doccs-fact-sheet-august-2022.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/09/doccs-fact-sheet-september-2022.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/10/doccs-fact-sheet-october-2022_0.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/11/doccs-fact-sheet-november-2022.pdf;  
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/doccs-fact-sheet-december-2022_0.pdf;.
26 For purposes of these statistics, minor injuries are defined by DOCCS as “injuries that require either no treatment, 
minimal treatment (scratch, bruise, aches/pain) or precautionary treatment.”
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between incarcerated people had either no injury (97.8%) or minor injury (1.9%), and over 

99% of staff involved in staff use of force incidents had either no injury (81.5%) or minor 

injury (17.5%).27

For January through July 2022,28 roughly 81% of incarcerated people involved in assaults 

between incarcerated people had either no injury (39%) or minor injury (41%), similar 

percentages as in 2021 (81%) and 2020 (80%), while 15% had moderate injury, 4% had 

serious injury, and 0.17% had severe injury.29 While the majority of people CANY interviewed 

did not raise any safety concerns stemming from HALT, some incarcerated people have 

expressed concerns about safety since the advent of HALT— including a few people 

reporting concerns about safety among incarcerated people and a much higher number 

of people reporting concerns about staff violence, false tickets, and retaliation. OMH staff 

at one prison CANY monitored described their perception of fear of violence among both 

incarcerated individuals and DOCCS staff, while other OMH staff have described their 

positive views of HALT’s impact. Because CANY is not an investigatory body and does not 

have access to the security level or scale of administrative data that would be necessary to 

research these concerns thoroughly, CANY encourages DOCCS to continue to engage facility 

staff, incarcerated people, external experts, and other organizations with a vested interest 

in prison safety to explore causes and implement evidence-based solutions to promote 

everyone’s safety. In the meantime, any claims about reported violence should be evaluated 

in light of data presented below.

1. 10+ Year Increase in Reported Assaults, Staffing Ratios, and Use 
of Force Incidents

The increase in reported assaults on staff and assaults between incarcerated people is part 

of a longterm trend over at least the past decade. Starting 10 years before the HALT Law 

and four years before the Peoples litigation settlement, there has been a steady increase 

in reported assaults on staff and assaults between incarcerated people every year.30 Also 

during this decade-long, there was a dramatic increase in the number of staff use of force 

incidents. Specifically, according to the latest available DOCCS data, staff use of force 

unusual incidents increased by more than 212% between 2011 and 2020.31

27 DOCCS Fact Sheets, April 1, 2022 through December 1, 2022.
28 DOCCS only publicly reports data on the degree of injury to staff during assault on staff and assault on 
incarcerated people unusual incidents and does not publicly report data on the degree of injury to incarcerated people during 
such incidents. Information obtained through a FOIL request provided information on the degree of injury to incarcerated 
people through July 31, 2022.
29 DOCCS Unusual Incident Reports data obtained through a FOIL request.
30 DOCCS Unusual Incident Report, January – December 2020, with Ten-Year Trends from 2011 – 2020, available at: 
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/01/annual-ui-report-2020-final_0.pdf; DOCCS Fact Sheet, Dec. 1, 2022, 
available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/doccs-fact-sheet-december-2022_0.pdf
31 DOCCS Unusual Incident Report, January – December 2020, with Ten-Year Trends from 2011 – 2020, available at: 
https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/01/annual-ui-report-2020-final_0.pdf.
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32

In a case dismissing NYSCOPBA’s lawsuit to block implementation of the HALT Law, the 

United States District Court judge in the Northern District of New York found that an 

“upward trend beginning in 2012, when changes to solitary confinement practices did not 

begin until 2016, offers little persuasive value.”33

During the same 10 year period that has seen a continuous increase in reported violence, 

the ratio of staff to incarcerated people has increased to one security staff person for every 

1.77 incarcerated people, as the number of people incarcerated has declined at a faster 

rate than security staff.34 This increase follows a longer trend over the last more than two 

decades that has seen the staff to incarcerated person ratio nearly double compared to 

1999 when there was one security staff person for every 3.29 people in prison.35 

32 Data in this chart between 2011 and 2020 comes directly from DOCCS Unusual Incident Report, January – 
December 2020, with Ten-Year Trends from 2011 – 2020, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/01/
annual-ui-report-2020-final_0.pdf. Data in this chart for 2021 and 2022 comes from DOCCS Fact Sheet, Dec. 1, 2022, available 
at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/doccs-fact-sheet-december-.
33 Mae A. D’Agostino U.S. District Judge, NYSCOPBA v. Hochul et. al., 2022 WL 2180050, June 16, 2022.
34 DOCCS Fact Sheet, Oct. 1, 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/10/doccs-fact-
sheet-october-2022_0.pdf.
35 The data in this chart comes directly from DOCCS monthly fact sheets. DOCCS Fact Sheet, Oct. 1, 2022, available 
at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/10/doccs-fact-sheet-october-2022_0.pdf.

Unusual Incidents32 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Assault on Staff by 
Incarcerated Person

563 524 645 747 895 759 800 972 1034 1048 1177 1351

Assaults between 
Incarcerated People

666 652 767 860 915 1135 1225 1165 1264 1205 1108 1340

Weapons Used by 
Staff

170 143 203 191 205 293 714 1217 1847 1930

Staff Use of Force 835 847 1011 1111 1261 1106 1541 2084 2678 2607

Use of Force with 
Chemical Agents

51 56 65 55 55 191 590 1089 1716 1793

Staffing35 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Incarcerated People 55,979 54,865 54,142 53,103 52,344 51,466 50,271 47,459 44,334 34,446 30,746

Security Staff 19,647 19,192 19,145 19,002 19,360 19,233 19,242 19,295 19,072 18,541 17,415

Ratio 2.85 2.86 2.83 2.79 2.70 2.68 2.61 2.46 2.32 1.86 1.77
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New York prisons have a much higher security staff to incarcerated person ratio than the 

national average. According to the latest data from the national Bureau of Justice Statistics: 

in federal facilities there is a ratio of one security staff person to every 10 incarcerated 

people, in private facilities there is an average ratio of one security staff person to every 

nine incarcerated people, and in state facilities across the country there is an average ratio 

of one security staff person for every five incarcerated people,36 meaning New York State 

has a staff to incarcerated person ratio nearly three times higher than the average for state 

facilities and nearly six times higher than federal facilities.

2. Other Factors May Contribute to Risks of Violence

Some incarcerated people have also reported that violence stems from a lack of programs, 

policies perceived as counterproductive, and actions taken by staff that are perceived by 

incarcerated people as unfair or abusive. For example, some people incarcerated at Elmira 

reported during CANY monitoring that violence that happens at Elmira is a direct result of 

a lack of programming at the prison. Incarcerated people have also alleged that staff have 

increased false tickets, including false tickets for assaults on staff after staff have assaulted 

an incarcerated person. Many people have alleged that such misconduct was intentionally 

carried out as collective retaliation for HALT passing or to undermine the HALT Law. CANY 

has received numerous specific allegations of staff assaults in correspondence and during 

CANY monitoring visits to Upstate, Orleans, Coxsackie, Midstate, Marcy, and Albion.

For example, according to a person CANY interviewed in the SHU at Marcy, who reported 

he was supposed to go home the following month until this incident happened: “They’re 

setting people up with assaults on staff. The typical way they set people up is to tell 

people to put their hands on the wall, then they pepper spray them, and then they say 

you assaulted them. I was put on the wall for a pat frisk. They said I refused. I didn’t. They 

immediately pepper sprayed me on my left side. Medical staff didn’t decontaminate me, 

and they brought me to the SHU. They punched and hit me. They gave me a false ticket. 

They’re very racist. They said I’m a ‘no good nigger and this is what happens when you mess 

with staff.’ I haven’t been in the box since 2016. Why would I wait until right when I’m about 

to go home to have my first assault on staff?”

Taken all together, an increase in reported violence could be attributable to several factors 

inside the prisons. As the Court stated in dismissing the lawsuit brought by NYSCOPBA, 

“it is difficult for the Court to assume that the increase in violence in New York prisons 

is attributable to any one factor. … It is particularly difficult for the Court to attribute the 

increase in violence solely to solitary confinement reform.”37 

36 Laura M. Maruschak and Emily D. Buehler, Census of State and Federal Adult Correctional Facilities, 2019 – 
Statistical Tables, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Nov. 2021, available at: https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/
pub/pdf/csfacf19st.pdf.
37 Mae A. D’Agostino U.S. District Judge, NYSCOPBA v. Hochul et. al., 2022 WL 2180050, June 16, 2022.
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The First Eight Months of HALT 
Implementation

Observed Benefits
The HALT Law has reduced the use of segregated confinement and provided opportunities for 

out-of-cell group engagement and programming for people who have long SHU sanctions.

Reductions in the Use of Segregated Confinement
The HALT Law has led to dramatic reductions in the number of people in segregated 

confinement and the lengths of time people are spending in segregated confinement. 

For example, following passage of the HALT Law, DOCCS officially ended the practice of 

keeplock, a form of disciplinary cell confinement. As noted above, in the years leading up 

to HALT’s passage, DOCCS was sentencing people to keeplock sanctions more than 27,000 

times per year.38 For example, during CANY’s monitoring visit to Upstate in March 2022, the 

administration reported that they had nine people left in keeplock and planned to have zero 

people by March 18, the deadline set by the department for ending keeplock.

On May 1, 2022, one month after HALT went into effect, there were 286 people in SHU, as 

of October 1, 2022 there were over 550 people in SHU39 and as of December 1, 2022, there 

were 398 people in SHU.40 Even with the increases after May, the number of people in SHU 

is dramatically lower compared to over 4,500 people in SHU on a given day in 2008 plus an 

unknown number of people in keeplock,41 4,000 people in SHU on a given day in 2015,42 1,740 

people in SHU on a given day43 in July 2021 plus more than 1,000 people in keeplock44 for a 

total of over 2,700 people, and nearly 1,800 people in SHU on a given day45 plus an unknown 

additional number of people in keeplock just prior to HALT’s implementation in February 2022.

38 Trapped Inside: The Past, Present, and Future of Solitary Confinement in New York, New York Civil Liberties Union, Oct. 
2019, available at: https://www.nyclu.org/sites/default/files/field_documents/201910_nyclu_solitary_web.pdf.
39 DOCCS, HALT Semi-Annual Report, May to October 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/
documents/2022/10/halt-semiannual-report-2022-may-october.pdf.
40 DOCCS, HALT Monthly Report, Dec. 1, 2022, https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/halt-monthly-report-
november-2022.pdf.
41 Correctional Association of New York, Mental Health Services in NY Prisons, Testimony before the Hearing of the 
NYS Assembly’s Corrections and Mental Health Committees, p. 19, Nov. 13, 2014, available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5cba2ea3ec212d3c3698bab8/1555705508892/2014+Testimony+DOCCS+Mental+Health+Servic
es.pdf.
42 Correctional Association of New York, Oversight and Investigations of DOCCS, Testimony before the Hearing 
of the NYS Assembly Committee on Correction, p. 75, Dec. 2, 2015, available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/
static/5b2c07e2a9e02851fb387477/t/5cb9f86b15fcc0b12fa4cc72/1555691631861/2015+Oversight+of+DOCCS+Testimony.pdf.
43 DOCCS Fact Sheet, July 1, 2021, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2021/07/doccs-fact-sheet-
july-2021.pdf.
44 DOCCS did not publicly report on the number of people in keeplock in a general population cell or other cell that 
is not a SHU. Based on past prison monitoring visits, CANY previously made a conservative estimate that there had been 
approximately 1,000 people in keeplock outside of a SHU on any given day. This estimate is likely a low estimate given that at this 
time, as noted above, there were over 27,000 sentences to keeplock in a given year.
45 DOCCS Fact Sheet, May 1, 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/05/doccs-fact-sheet-
may-2022.pdf.
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CANY has met people during its monitoring in 2022 who had spent years in SHU, including 

in administrative segregation. After HALT went into effect, some of these individuals moved 

out of SHU for the first time in decades. Some DOCCS and OMH staff have expressed the 

positive nature of the transition away from segregated confinement. DOCCS medical staff at 

one prison CANY monitored, for instance, reported their belief that implementing HALT and 

utilizing more programming will be a positive, particularly from a mental health perspective. 

Some DOCCS counseling staff also said they were enthusiastic about the implementation 

of HALT. Similarly, Office of Mental Health administrators and staff at multiple prisons 

reported that implementation of HALT was a positive development.

Operation of Out-of-Cell Group Programming and 
Engagement
The HALT Law has led to people in disciplinary confinement having access to some out-

ofcell group programming and activities. For example, 69% of people interviewed in the RRU 

at Orleans – which had a capacity to hold 124 people and held 97 people at the time of 

CANY’s monitoring – reported that they had access to two modules per day of out-of-cell 

programming, with reports that each module generally lasted three hours and involved eight 

to ten people. Although there were overall mixed reviews and many people incarcerated 

across RRUs expressed concern that the isolating conditions of the RRU were akin to SHU, 

several incarcerated people at Orleans and Albion appreciated that, unlike in SHU prior 

to HALT, they now had opportunities for out-of-cell time and programming with other 

people, as well as the ability to have their property with them. For example, one person in 

Albion’s RRU – which held nine people at the time of CANY’s monitoring – reported that 

that the RRU felt “a lot more humane” than the SHU and it “helps if you’re depressed to 

get out of cell.” Similarly, one person in Orleans’ RRU reported that “everyone’s getting more 

opportunities to spend time out-of-cell and now we have our property. The RRU is better 

than the SHU.” Another person at Orleans reported, “RRU is a good program. It helps me 

recognize my decision making and helps me to be a better person”, while another person 

in the Orleans RRU stated, “RRU gives a little time to rehabilitate our decision-making and 

it keeps us in a population setting with other people. I think it’s good. We give each other 

therapeutic support. We are able to talk to each other rather than yelling on the gate. You 

can talk to someone face to face.”

As one person in Coxsackie’s RRU reported, “It’s a good program because you get to keep 

your personal property and you can socialize with others and you have time outside.” 

Others in Coxsackie’s RRU similarly reported that it was positive that “it gets me out of cell 

and gives me something to do” and “you can come out and be in a social environment.” 

Similarly, one person interviewed by CANY in the Upstate RRU reported, “The RRU is the 

best thing to happen to this facility. It was terrible before the RRU. You get to come out of 

your cell and have classroom time. I get my property.”
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Some staff and administrators also expressed their view that the RRU has been a positive 

development. One administrator CANY met with several months after HALT implementation 

said the RRU is “really positive,” and that it has been a very positive development to see 

“more programs, people coming out of their cells, and people sitting in groups and actually 

doing it – actively participating in programs.” Similarly, a medical provider CANY met with 

several months after HALT implementation said the new law was having a positive impact. 

This medical provider said, “isolation is not a good thing for anyone. The fact that programs 

have been developing and people are participating is having a positive impact.” The 

administration at Orleans reported that many staff put in bids to work in the RRU.

Observed Challenges

Location and Approach to the RRUs
DOCCS staff and incarcerated people have raised concerns about the location of the RRUs 

and the impacts on both program space and recruitment of program and treatment staff. 

For example, during CANY’s monitoring visit to Upstate, some staff questioned the decision 

to have an RRU at Upstate – the largest RRU in the state holding over 550 people daily with 

reported plans to expand further. Some staff reported their belief that it would have been 

better to have the RRUs at prisons where there was a history of programs and where there 

was already program staff and program space. Other staff questioned the construction, 

which began prior to HALT’s passage following 2019 DOCCS regulations that were much 

more limited than HALT, of space in a basement to use for programming. Staff said that the 

space for the classrooms that was in the basement looked like a “dungeon down there,” 

and asked, “why are they building classrooms in a basement when they could have built a 

beautiful building outside.” CANY observed classrooms with low ceilings and no windows 

to the outside. The administration reported that the space had previously been used for 

storage. Several people interviewed in the Upstate RRU in November 2022 also reported 

concerns about the programming taking place in the basement.

Regarding recruitment of staff for operating the RRUs, both staff and the administration 

at Upstate, which is located in Malone, NY, reported that it would be challenging to hire 

the personnel they need to have to operate the RRUs. Specifically, because Malone is in 

a relatively remote rural area in the North Country near the Canadian border, DOCCS and 

OMH staff and administrators indicated it would be difficult to find licensed psychologists, 

social workers, doctors, and other medical staff, and generally would be difficult to hire 

enough teachers and other program and therapeutic staff. CANY has documented staffing 

challenges in other regions of the state across clinical, administrative, educational, and 

vocational positions.

There are significant concerns about the suitability of using Upstate and other former SHU 

units, rather than facilities with more program-rich environments, as rehabilitative and 

therapeutic RRUs. At the same time, operating meaningful and effective programs has the 
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potential to transform the culture of a prison in profound and positive ways. The conversion 

of facilities that have historically operated exclusively for segregated confinement into RRUs 

will require ongoing support, qualified program and treatment staff, capital improvements, 

and oversight.

Program and Treatment Staff for RRUs
As noted above, just prior to HALT’s implementation the Upstate administration reported 

difficulty in being able to hire program and mental health staff. At the time of CANY’s 

November monitoring visit to Upstate, the prison still had not been able to hire for 

three new positions for licensed social workers for operating RRU programming, and the 

administration reiterated its view that it is “hard to recruit up here.” Similarly at Orleans, 

the administration reported that they got off to a “rocky start” with HALT implementation 

because they did not have the necessary program staff. The administration reported that 

chaplains and the librarian covered some classes. Security staff at Coxsackie reported a 

lack of civilian and mental health staff to implement the HALT Law, leaving officers to “act 

as counselor and mental health professional”, particularly on nights and weekends. Some 

people incarcerated in the general population raised concerns that program staff had been 

pulled from their programs to cover unfilled RRU program staff, and even to help build 

RRU space. Staff at various prisons also expressed concern about a lack of training and 

preparation for implementing HALT.

Segregated Confinement in SHUs and RRUs

15 Day Limit

The HALT Law specifies that no person may be held beyond 15 consecutive days in 

segregated confinement. When the law first went into effect, the department was 

reportedly holding 286 total people in segregated confinement in SHU and only two people 

in segregated confinement in SHU past 15 days on May 1, 2022, with the longest time in SHU 

of 16 days. Over the next five months, the number of people in segregated confinement in 

SHU and the number in SHU beyond 15 consecutive days rose significantly.

On October 1, 2022, 551 people were reported in segregated confinement, and 288 people, 

or over 52%, had been in segregated confinement for more than 15 days. Nearly 42% of all 

people in segregated confinement had been held longer than 20 consecutive days, and over 

a quarter had been held between 31 and 89 days. As of December 1, the number of people 

in SHU was 398; 168 people, or over 42%, in SHU for more than 15 consecutive days.  
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46

CANY’s monitoring visits confirmed these trends. For example, CANY interviewed people in 

both the SHU and RRU at Orleans, Coxsackie, and Upstate, as well as people in the SHU 

at Marcy and Midstate, who had been held in SHU beyond 15 days. Of the 73 people CANY 

interviewed in the RRU at Upstate who responded to the question, 96% reported that they 

had spent more than 15 consecutive days in SHU since HALT went into effect, with the 

median length of reported time in SHU being 37 days and many people for multiple months. 

Over 80% of the people CANY interviewed in Marcy’s SHU on October 12, 2022, had been 

in SHU past 15 days, including up to 45 days. Similarly, at the time of CANY’s monitoring at 

Midstate on October 13 and 14, 2022, according to information provided by DOCCS, 70% of 

the 20 people in the traditional SHU had been held for longer than 15 consecutive days, half 

had spent more than 20 days, over a third had spent more than 35 consecutive days, and 

30% had spent more than 50 days, with multiple people spending over 60 consecutive days.

DOCCS reported that excessive stays in SHU were caused by capacity issues in the RRUs 

across the state, causing long wait lists and delays in transfers from SHUs to RRUs. On a 

November 29, 2022 call, DOCCS officials reported that a new RRU would open soon, which 

was anticipated to reduce delays in these transfers and help the department adhere to the 

15 day limit. Issuing SHU/RRU sanctions only for conduct that meets the HALT criteria and 

following HALT’s mechanisms for release from RRUs and SHU may significantly reduce the 

number of people in SHU and RRU and ease RRU capacity issues.

46 The raw data in this chart come from DOCCS semi-annual report on HALT and DOCCS monthly report for Dec. 1, 
2022. DOCCS did not publish a report with data for Nov. 1, 2022. The percentages in the chart were calculated by dividing the 
number of people for each timeframe divided by the total number of people in segregated confinement.

Continuous Length of Stay in SHU46

Days Dec 1 2022 Oct 1 2022 Sept 1 2022 Aug 1 2022 July 1 2022 June 1 2022 May 1 2022

1-7 121 30% 151 27% 146 27% 142 29% 124 29% 143 36% 178 62%

8-15 109 27% 112 20% 118 22% 120 25% 138 32% 129 32% 106 37%

16-20 40 10% 57 10% 71 13% 68 14% 69 16% 69 17% 2 1%

21-30 88 22% 95 17% 119 22% 110 22% 75 18% 57 14% 0 0%

31-90 40 10% 136 25% 86 16% 50 10% 19 4% 4 1% 0 0%

Total 398 100% 551 100% 540 100% 490 100% 425 100% 402 100% 286 100%

Max LOS 65 89 63 72 42 38 16

Over 15 168 42% 288 52% 276 51% 228 47% 163 38% 130 32% 2 1%
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Special Populations

HALT excludes “special populations” from being placed in segregated confinement, including 

any person as defined in section 292(21) of the Executive Law with a “physical, mental, or 

medical impairment . . . demonstrable by medically accepted … diagnostic techniques.” In 

other words, HALT prohibits anyone with a mental health diagnosis, including anyone on the 

state Office of Mental Health caseload, and anyone with a physical or cognitive disability 

diagnosis from being placed in segregated confinement.

DOCCS has been placing people with such diagnoses in segregated confinement. For 

example, on October 1, 2022, DOCCS reported that it held 207 people on the OMH caseload 

in segregated confinement in SHU, nearly 38% of all people reported in segregated 

confinement that day. Each month of DOCCS’ reported data reveals that on any given day 

between 33% and 39% of all people reported in segregated confinement are on the OMH 

caseload.47 

47 The data in this chart was derived from data in DOCCS’ monthly HALT reports from May 1 through Dec. 1. The 
data in this chart was derived by adding together the number of people reported in segregated confinement on each date on 
the OMH caseload (levels 1 to 4, which are the levels at which people are receiving mental health services) and dividing that 
number by the total number of people reported in segregated confinement on that date.

Percentage of People on OMH Caseload in SHU and RRU47

OMH SHU % RRU % Total %

December 1, 2022 155 38.94% 594 38.85% 749 38.87%

October 1, 2022 207 37.57% 536 38.29% 743 38.08%

September 1, 2022 211 39.07% 550 38.19% 761 38.43%

August 1, 2022 176 35.92% 529 37.54% 705 37.12%

July 1, 2022 142 33.41% 553 38.09% 695 37.03%

June 1, 2022 140 34.83% 492 37.61% 632 36.96%

May 1, 2022 96 33.57% 471 39.55% 567 38.39%

Total 972 36/08% 3131 38.18% 4103 37.67%
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Disciplinary Tickets Resulting in SHU and RRU Sanctions

As a general matter, the HALT Law requires a shift away from the use of disciplinary 

sanctions to deescalation, incentives, and other alterative interventions and only 

allows disciplinary tickets or disciplinary confinement sanctions as a last resort, only 

if nondisciplinary interventions have failed or, in situations specified in the law the 

department determines non-disciplinary interventions would not succeed. In addition, HALT 

specifically prohibits placement in segregated confinement beyond 3 days or placement in 

an RRU unless a person meets the very strict criteria of both having committed one of the 

specific enumerated acts in the law under section 137(6)(k)(ii) and such act was so “heinous 

or destructive” as to present “a significant risk of imminent serious physical injury.”

DOCCS issued more than 6,500 SHU sanctions in the first six months of HALT 

implementation, more SHU sanctions than it did prior to HALT in a comparable time 

period.48According to an analysis of DOCCS data by New York Focus, in the first six months 

after HALT went into effect, at least nearly 1,200 sanctions – or over 18% – were for conduct 

that categorically did not meet the listed acts specified in the HALT Law, and thousands of 

additional sanctions – upwards of two-thirds of all SHU sanctions – may not have met the 

criteria of conduct that can result in placement in segregated confinement or RRUs.49 

Racial Disparities

DOCCS is imposing disciplinary confinement disproportionately on people of color, and 

particularly Black people. According to DOCCS data on the number of people in segregated 

confinement and RRUs on the first of each month between May 1 and December 1,50 over 

64% were Black, nearly 23% were Hispanic, less than 10% were white, and over 3% were of 

other or unknown race and ethnicity.51 

48 DOCCS, HALT Semi-Annual Incident List, April through Sept. 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/
documents/2022/10/haltsemi-annual-incident-list-2022-april-september.pdf. The issuance of SHU sanctions at a rate of 13,000 
per year since HALT went into effect is higher than the latest available data noted above, when DOCCS issued 10,466 SHU 
sanctions over the course of the year in 2018. Taking the total prison population also into account, the rate of SHU sanctions 
has nearly doubled, since there were approximately 47,000 people in New York prisons on a given day in 2018 and approximately 
31,000 people currently. As discussed above, DOCCS had also issued over 27,000 keeplock sanctions in 2018 and DOCCS is 
no longer officially imposing keeplock sanctions. Still, the increased imposition of SHU sanctions is particularly relevant for 
assessing the application of the restricted criteria under HALT for placement in segregated confinement and RRUs.
49 Chris Gelardi, Lesser Infractions Aren’t Supposed to Land You in Solitary Confinement. They Do Anyway, New York 
Focus, Oct. 24, 2022, available at: https://www.nysfocus.com/2022/10/24/lesser-infractions-halt-solitary-confinement/.
50 DOCCS, HALT Semi-Annual Report, May to October 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/
documents/2022/10/halt-semiannual-report-2022-may-october.pdf; DOCCS Fact Sheet, Dec. 1, 2022, available at: https://doccs.
ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/doccs-fact-sheet-december-
51 CANY is utilizing the demographic categories for race and ethnicity used by DOCCS: Black, White, Hispanic, and 
Other/Unknown.
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52 

During CANY monitoring visits, many people spoke to their perception of racial 

discrimination in the disciplinary process. As one person at Albion reported, “everyone Black 

is getting done wrong” and Black people “get more discipline for speaking out.” Similarly, as 

one person reported at Coxsackie’s RRU regarding staff using racial slurs, “It is systematic 

racism, like modern day slavery.” Of note, 87.5% of people interviewed in Coxsackie’s SHU 

self-identified as Black and everyone identified as Black or Hispanic.

In addition to the disciplinary process itself, many people across prisons CANY monitored 

reported additional racialized abuse by staff. For example, nearly 71% of people interviewed 

in the RRU at Upstate and multiple people in the Upstate SHU reported they had personally 

seen or experienced racialized abuse by staff at Upstate. For example, numerous people in 

the Upstate RRU reported being called various racial slurs, including “nigger”, “George Floyd”, 

“boy”, “filthy animal”, and “monkey”. Similarly, multiple people in the Orleans and Coxsackie 

SHU and RRU reported staff use of racial epithets such as calling people “nigger”, “savages”, 

“monkey”, or “porch monkey”, with 46% of people interviewed in the Orleans RRU and 27% 

of people in the Coxsackie RRU reporting they had personally experienced or witnessed 

racialized abuse by staff.

The New York State Inspector General’s November 2022 report underscored the 

longstanding vast disparities in the issuance of disciplinary tickets to Black and Hispanic 

people. According to the report, over a six year period, Black people were 22% more likely 

and Hispanic people were 12% more likely than white people to be issued a disciplinary 

ticket in New York’s prisons.53 

52 The SHU, RRU, and SHU & RRU data in this chart is derived by adding together DOCCS’ reported number of people 
in segregated confinement and RRUs in each race and ethnicity category in each of DOCCS’ monthly reports and dividing 
by the total sum of all people in segregated confinement and RRUs in each of DOCCS’ monthly reports. The data on race 
and ethnicity for all of DOCCS comes directly from DOCCS, Incarcerated Profile Report, p. 2, Sept. 2022, available at: https://
doccs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/09/2022 09 01-uc-profile.pdf. The data on race and ethnicity for all of New York 
State comes from DOCCS, Incarcerated Profile Report, September 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/files/
documents/2022/09/2022 09 01-uc-profile.pdf.
53 Lucy Lang, Inspector General, Racial Disparities in the Administration of Discipline in New York State Prisons, Nov. 
2022, https://ig.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/12/oig-doccs-racial-disparities-report-12.1.22.pdf.

Race/Ethnicity in SHU & RRU May 1 – Dec 1, 202252

Race/Ethnicity SHU RRU SHU & RRU All of DOCCS All of NYS

Black 61.51% 64.89% 64.07% 48.7% 17.6%

White 12.52% 8.83% 9.72% 23.1% 54.7%

Hispanic 22.28% 22.99% 22.82% 24.1% 19.5%

Other/Unknown 3.69% 3.29% 3.39% 4.0% 8.2%
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RRU Environment
As noted in the summary of the HALT Law above, the law requires RRUs to be “therapeutic 

and traumainformed”, provide “therapy, treatment, and rehabilitative programming”, and 

“aim to address individual treatment and rehabilitation needs and underlying causes of 

problematic behaviors”. RRUs should hold people in the least restrictive environment 

possible and generally provide access to at least seven hours of daily out-of-cell staff-

led, peer-led, or volunteer-led group programming, recreation, and activities, including 

programming comparable to core programs in the general population, work assignments 

comparable to the types of work assignments in the general population, and additional 

therapeutic programming aimed at addressing underlying behaviors.

During CANY’s March 2022 monitoring at Upstate prior to HALT’s implementation, the 

administration reported that they intended to operate the RRU programming like a 

classroom in a medium security prison. Similarly, in testimony before the New York 

State legislature in February 2022,54 Commissioner Anthony Annucci reported that with 

implementation of HALT, “I believe that we will change behavior for the better. We’re not 

just providing them out-of-cell time. Other systems will provide out-of-cell time, let them 

play cards. We are really trying to focus on the behavior that got them into segregated 

confinement to begin with.”55 In the RRUs it has monitored this year, CANY found that 

the environment and the operation of the units are not yet meeting these expectations. 

Although some people interviewed in RRUs reported the positive benefits of having some 

access to out-of-cell group programming, people across RRUs reported their overall 

experience of the RRUs as punitive and isolating. People described the impact of the RRU, 

for example, as “awful mentally and emotionally” or causing “suffering and stress on the 

brain,” with a number of people viewing their experience as “just like the SHU” or the “same 

as SHU – hostile environment.”

Out-of-Cell Group Programs and Activities

At the RRUs monitored by CANY since the HALT Law went into effect, and in RRUs CANY 

has received communications about, incarcerated people seem to not be receiving access 

to adequate out-of-cell group programming and activities. HALT requires that people in an 

RRU generally have access to at least seven hours of daily out-of-cell congregate programs, 

recreation, and activities. The amount of out-ofcell time varied amongst the RRUs at the 

four prisons monitored.

At Upstate, the administration and people incarcerated reported that people only have 

access to, at most, three hours of time outside of their cells per day for programming and 

do not have access to any congregate recreation. People are officially only offered one 

54 New York State Joint Budget Hearing – Public Protection, Transcript, p. 374, January 25, 2022, available at: https://
legislation.nysenate.gov/pdf/hearings/PublicProtection2022.txt/.
55 New York State Joint Budget Hearing – Public Protection, Transcript, p. 374, January 25, 2022, available at: https://
legislation.nysenate.gov/pdf/hearings/PublicProtection2022.txt/.
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threehour module per day outside of their cells. As one person in Upstate’s RRU reported, 

“We are supposed to participate in the RRU program for six hours [plus an additional one 

hour of recreation]. We only get two hours. We are in a cell all day.” At Coxsackie, roughly 

79% of people interviewed in the RRU reported that they were not receiving at least six 

hours of out-of-cell programming per day and 70% reported that they were only out of their 

cell for programs one module per day. In turn, people in the RRU at Coxsackie reported that 

they had access to three hours of out-of-cell programming per day in either the morning or 

the afternoon, rather than both. As one person interviewed at Coxsackie reported, people 

in the RRU are “always caged up in a cell or outside, or in a RESTART chair.” As discussed 

above, the Orleans and Albion RRUs officially provided more out-of-cell group engagement, 

namely six hours per day during weekdays. People are offered three hours of out-of-cell 

programming in a room with other people and an additional three hours outof- cell for 

“therapeutic recreation.” These programs are conducted while incarcerated people are 

shackled to restraint chairs.

Staff reported at several prisons that many incarcerated people have chosen not to 

participate in programming. Many incarcerated people in different RRUs reported that staff 

had denied them the ability to participate in programming. Many people in the RRUs also 

reported deciding not to participate in programs for various reasons, including because they 

did not have access to mandatory programs or think the programs were helpful, because 

of being automatically shackled during programming, because they weren’t given time 

cuts or other incentives to participate in programs, because of feeling tired or not up for 

participating, or because they did not want to interact with security staff.

At Upstate, in addition to those reasons for not participating in RRU programming, during 

CANY’s November 2022 monitoring, numerous incarcerated people also complained about 

a change in incentives for program participation. Participants described how the prison 

had been operating an incentive program that had been working well, where people who 

participated in programs could receive incentives such as time cuts, extra commissary buys 

or visits, and/or food and clothes packages.

In the fall of 2022, these incentives were stopped, with people instead being able to obtain 

“incentives” of hygiene products or products to clean their cell, causing frustration among 

people in the RRU. As one person CANY interviewed in the Upstate RRU reported, “They are 

trying to create a hostile environment to get rid of the program. The COs are fake boycotting 

the program. They are trying to use fake assaults. There are no incentives so people don’t 

want to go to programs. They’re not giving time cuts. They took packages away. This is 

supposed to be a rehabilitative program.”

According to DOCCS data on Upstate RRU participation throughout October 2022 and two 

weeks of November 2022, on average less than 29% of people in the RRU participate in any 

programming on a given day.
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Core Programs and Program Quality

The HALT Law requires that people in an RRU have “access to programs and work 

assignments comparable to core programs and types of work assignments in general 

population,” as well as “access to additional out-of-cell, trauma-informed therapeutic 

programming aimed at promoting personal development, addressing underlying causes of 

problematic behavior resulting in placement in a residential rehabilitation unit, and helping 

prepare for discharge from the unit and to the community.” Despite these requirements, 

people in the RRUs have raised both concerns about not receiving access to core programs 

and concerns about the quality and therapeutic nature of the programming that is provided.

With respect to core programs, according to the prison administrations, no one in the RRU 

at Orleans, Coxsackie, Albion, or Upstate had access to any core programs. When asked 

if they received programs consistent with those they would receive in general population, 

99% of people interviewed in the Upstate RRU, 95% of people interviewed in the Orleans 

RRU, and 94% of people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU reported that they did not. Many 

people across the prisons complained about the lack of access to these core programs, 

especially aggression replacement training (ART) and substance use treatment (ASAT). As 

one person at Orleans lamented, the RRU “doesn’t have programs we need to go home.” 

Similarly, an individual at Upstate reported, “The RRU is good. The program is not bad. I go 

to program every day. But they should have ASAT, ART, and school so that while we’re here 

we can still work on going home. When I get out of the box, I will have six months until my 

conditional release date. Since I am not getting programs here, now I will have to max out.” 

The administration at Upstate also lamented the lack of core programs and expressed the 

desire to be able to provide such programs. Upstate had operated a small ASAT program 

for people in SHU and the program was discontinued when the prison started operating the 

RRU.

The lack of access to core programs – such as education, vocational, ASAT, and ART – is 

concerning given the tremendous need for these core programs among people in the RRU. 

For example, according to DOCCS data in its October 2022 monthly HALT report, 1,117 people 

in the RRU had a known substance use program need, representing nearly 80% of all people 

in an RRU. Meanwhile, no one in the RRU with a substance use program need was enrolled 

in a substance use program and only 84 people, or 7.5% of all people in the RRU with a 

substance use program need, had already completed a substance use program during their 

incarceration.
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56 

With respect to the requirement for additional therapeutic programming, 79% of people 

interviewed in the Upstate RRU, 82% of people interviewed in the Orleans RRU, and 93% 

of people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU reported they did not have access to trauma-

informed therapeutic programming. Office of Mental Health (OMH) staff at Coxsackie 

reported during CANY’s monitoring in July 2022 that OMH was not involved in any 

programming in the RRU and that there had not been any agreement made with DOCCS 

about what role OMH would play in RRU programming. Similarly, OMH does not carry out 

programming in the Orleans or Upstate RRUs; staff indicated Orleans is an OMH level 6 

facility and shares OMH staff with Albion. Meanwhile, 46% of people interviewed in the 

Upstate RRU and 22% of people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU reported being on the 

OMH caseload.

Similarly, 80% of people interviewed in the RRU at Orleans, 64% of the people interviewed 

in the Upstate RRU, and 59% of people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU reported that 

they had unaddressed mental health needs. Others raised concerns about a lack of 

confidentiality because they have to speak to mental health counselors while they were 

56 The raw data in this chart comes from DOCCS Fact Sheet, Oct. 1, 2022, available at: https://doccs.ny.gov/system/
files/documents/2022/10/doccs-fact-sheet-october-2022 0.pdf. The “Total Not Satisfied” is derived by subtracting the number 
of people in the SHU or RRU, respectively) who have already satisfied ASAT from the number of people in the SHU or RRU, 
respectively with an ASAT need. The “% Not Satisfied in Program” is derived from dividing the number of people in the program 
in the SHU or RRU respectively by the Total Not Satisfied in the SHU or RRU respectively. The “% Not satisfied Not in Program” 
is derived from adding up all of the people who are not in a program (incomplete participation and did not participate) and 
dividing that sum by the Total Not Satisfied.

Oct 2022 Substance Abuse Program Participation56

SHU % of Need RRU % of Need

ASAT Need 434 1117

% Total with ASAT Need 78.77% 79.79%

Satisfied 44 10.14% 84 7.52%

In Program 6 1.38% 0 0.00%

Incomplete Participation 91 20.97% 452 40.47%

Did Not Participate 293 67.51% 581 52.01%

Total Not Satisfied 390 89.86% 1033 92.48%

% Not Satisfied in Program 1.54% 0.00%

% Not Satisfied Not in Program 98.46% 100.00%
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confined in their cell, with correction officers nearby, their cellmate also present, and other 

incarcerated people able to hear. For example, one person interviewed in the Upstate RRU 

reported, “I need help, but the counselors always come by with a CO and I need privacy to 

be able to talk to them. I also don’t want to talk to them when my bunky is right there.”

Nearly 10% of people interviewed in the Upstate RRU reported they had attempted to harm 

themselves in the Upstate RRU. For example, one person CANY interviewed in the Upstate 

RRU showed recent selfharm scars on his wrist, and another spoke about an attempt to 

hang himself. During CANY’s November monitoring visit to Upstate, the administration 

reported that two people who had been in the RRU at Upstate died in the fall of 2022, 

including one by suicide and the other with the cause of death still being investigated. CANY 

also received information that an individual in the RRU at Greene and an individual in the 

Five Points RMHU, and two people in the Marcy RMHU died in December 2022.

More generally, people in the RRUs raised concerns about the quality of the programming 

in the RRU, including concerns about having outdated workbooks or program material that 

were not relevant to their experiences or needs.

Shackling

A common concern people across the RRUs raised with CANY was the automatic RRU-wide 

use of restraints. The HALT Law prohibits the use of restraints during out-of-cell activities in 

the RRUs “unless an individual assessment is made that restraints are required because of 

a significant and unreasonable risk to the safety and security of other incarcerated persons 

or staff.” However, incarcerated people, as well as staff and administrators, reported that all 

movement outside of their cells involved being restrained and that programs, therapy and 

classes took place while shackled in RESTART chairs.

One woman in the RRU at Albion reported suffering from chronic pain and swelling in her 

legs, which required her use of a wheelchair. She reported that her legs were shackled while 

in the RESTART chair during programming. Another woman incarcerated at Albion lamented 

that her hands were restrained behind her back as she moved, and that she was shackled 

even in transit to and from the shower. Another person highlighted that incarcerated 

women were shackled and escorted by male officers and were unable to keep their shower 

bath robes closed if they came open due to the shackles. She reported that one person was 

ticketed for her robe coming undone, despite her hands being restrained.

Congregate Recreation

Related to concerns about out-of-cell time and programming, information gathered and 

observed during CANY’s prison monitoring visits raised concerns about the lack of access to 

out-of-cell congregate recreation for people in the RRUs.
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Under the HALT Law, people in RRUs are required to have access to at least six hours of 

congregate out-of-cell time per day, which can include recreation. If recreation is included 

as part of the six hours of congregate out-of-cell time, it must be congregate to be part 

of the required out-of-cell time. For that seventh hour of out-of-cell time that must be 

designated for recreation, the HALT Law requires that recreation take place in a congregate 

setting, “unless exceptional circumstances mean doing so would create a significant and 

unreasonable risk.”

While at Albion there were congregate recreation pens where multiple people in the RRU 

could be in the recreation pen at the same time; at Upstate and Orleans outdoor recreation 

for people in the RRU took place in the recreation pens that are an extension of people’s 

cells; and outdoor recreation at Coxsackie’s RRU took place in the previous SHU rec pens 

where individuals are placed alone. At all locations, and particularly at Upstate, Orleans, 

and Coxsackie, incarcerated people raised concerns about the lack of access to meaningful 

recreation opportunities, including concerns about being locked alone and not having any 

access to space or equipment for exercise. As one person interviewed in the Upstate RRU 

reported, “We are only supposed to be in our cell 17 hours a day. But we are only getting 

two and a half hours out a day. So we are still locked in twenty-one and a half hours a day. 

Being in the rec pen is not being out of cell. They’re still trying to have us in the box. This is 

still the box. What’s really the difference?”

At multiple prisons, the administration reported plans to build enclosed 17 by 30 foot metal 

recreation pens that could hold up to four people, with a metal table and basketball rim, 

rather than utilizing existing space for congregate recreation. The administrations at Orleans 

and Midstate reported that the projects were not likely to be completed for at least over 

a year, and there were no reported plans to provide people with access to congregate 

recreation in the meantime. Specifically, the administration at Orleans indicated that they 

planned to construct 11 congregate recreation pens, with a bidding process to begin in the 

fall of 2022 and construction to likely take approximately one year after the bidding process 

was completed. The administration at Midstate said there was a planned congregate 

recreation pen construction project but they did not know a timeline for when it would take 

place. At the time of CANY’s November 2022 monitoring at Upstate, people in the RRU were 

not receiving access to congregate recreation, and there had not been bids put out for a 

project to build 34 congregate recreation pens.

Disciplinary Sanctions and Mechanisms for Release

Beyond limiting the amount of time a person can spend in segregated confinement to 15 

consecutive days, there are multiple mechanisms in existing law designed to limit the use 

of disciplinary confinement, shorten such sanctions, and release people from the RRUs. 

First, the HALT Law prescribes a shift away from the use of disciplinary sanctions, allowing 

the imposition of disciplinary confinement sanctions only as a last resort. Despite this 
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intended shift in approach, DOCCS continues to issue both high numbers of SHU sanctions 

and long disciplinary confinement sanctions.

For example, according to data provided by the DOCCS administration at Upstate, for 

the approximately 580 people in the Upstate RRU at the time of CANY’s November 2022 

monitoring, the median length of disciplinary confinement time a person had from the 

time they entered the Upstate RRU until their current discharge date was approximately 

six months. Roughly 43% of all people in the RRU at Upstate had a total of at least seven 

months until the end of their sanction, and some individuals had much lengthier RRU 

sanctions, including multiple years and some sanctions that extended past people’s release 

date from prison. Looking at the sanctions another way, at the time of CANY’s monitoring in 

November 2022, the median length of time a person had already spent in the Upstate RRU 

was approximately four months, with a number of people having spent nearly eight months 

already in the RRU– the entire time since the Upstate RRU was opened. The median length 

of disciplinary confinement sanction a person had remaining was over three and a half 

months.

Similarly, the median disciplinary sentence that people interviewed in the Orleans RRU 

reported was 150 days, with some people having up to a year disciplinary confinement 

sentence and over 46% of people reporting a disciplinary sentence of at least six months. 

One person reported that their disciplinary sentence went beyond their release date from 

prison. The median disciplinary sentence for people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU was 

105 days, over 44% of people interviewed reported a disciplinary sentence of at least four 

months, and the longest reported disciplinary sentence remaining was 10 months. At Elmira, 

the median disciplinary sentence for people in SHU was 75 days. The median disciplinary 

sentence length for people interviewed in the Albion RRU was four months, with the longest 

sentence being nine months.

In addition, people interviewed during CANY monitoring reported that DOCCS continues to 

issue disciplinary tickets to people while they are in RRUs, resulting in additional disciplinary 

confinement time and the denial of commissary, packages, visits, tablets, phone calls, 

property, good time, and more. For example, 56% of people interviewed in the Upstate 

RRU and over 41% of people interviewed in the Coxsackie RRU reported they had received 

additional disciplinary tickets while in the RRU. As one person in the Coxsackie RRU 

reported there is an “overuse of tickets. It is a very negative environment in the RRU and 

very punitive.” Similarly, over 38% of people interviewed in the Orleans RRU reported they 

had received additional tickets while in the RRU. Multiple women interviewed in the Albion 

RRU also reported receiving further disciplinary tickets while in the RRU.

Apart from concerns regarding the issuance of disciplinary sanctions, there should be 

multiple opportunities under existing regulations and the HALT Solitary Law for people to 

have their disciplinary sanctions reduced and/or to be released from the RRU. Specifically, 

a settlement agreement in the case of Peoples v. Annucci, and New York Codes, Rules, and 
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Regulations section 255.1 have required, and continue to require, DOCCS to issue time cuts. 

Section 255.1 explicitly makes no distinction in the issuance of time cuts whether a person 

is serving their sanction in a SHU or RRU.

The Orleans administration stated during CANY’s monitoring visit that they were no longer 

providing automatic time cuts to people in the RRU because of HALT, even though existing 

regulations related to time cuts remain in effect and were not changed by the HALT Law. 

On the other hand, OMH staff at Coxsackie reported that they review time cuts every week 

in the RRU and every two weeks in the RMHU, noted that the amount of time cut can vary 

from a week to several months, and stated that HALT had changed time cut rewards. At 

least one person in the RRU at Coxsackie reported that he had received a time cut. The 

DOCCS administration at Marcy reported that people in the RMHU were reviewed every 

60 days for time cuts and that such reviews had taken place every 90 days before HALT. 

The Marcy administration also indicated that people can ask for a discretionary review 

in addition to the 60-day review and/or DOCCS or OMH staff can assign time cuts. The 

administration reported that on average time cuts are provided 12 times per month. They 

also reported that no one is ever released from an RMHU while their disciplinary sanction is 

still pending, although someone could have their time cut and then be released.

The HALT Law provides multiple additional mechanisms for release from an RRU and upon 

release requires any remaining disciplinary sanction to be dismissed. Specifically, a person 

must be released from an RRU if their disciplinary sanction expires or they complete their 

rehabilitation plan. In addition, DOCCS must carry out a review every 60 days of whether to 

release the person from the RRU, and if the person is not released must specify in writing 

what the person has to do in order to be discharged.

While staff at Upstate reported their belief that the programs in the RRUs should be 

incentive-based in order to encourage people to participate, many people interviewed 

in various RRUs reported concerns about the rehabilitation plans and 60 day reviews for 

people in the RRUs. A number of people at multiple prisons, including people who had 

been in the RRU for over six months, reported that they had not had a review, and, at 

some prisons, for those who did, they said the reviews were very short and unhelpful. In 

the Upstate RRU, 80% of the people CANY interviewed reported that they had not had a 

periodic review of their placement in an RRU. People also raised concerns that since core 

programs that people needed were not available, the plans and review process were not 

helpful. Some people did report they had a review and that meeting with a counselor was 

helpful. At Coxsackie’s RRU, over 82% of people interviewed reported that they did not 

have a rehabilitation plan or were not aware of one. Roughly half of people interviewed in 

the Orleans RRU and 55% of the people in the Upstate RRU reported that they were not 

aware of having a rehabilitation plan at all, although a number of people interviewed in 

the Upstate RRU reported having a rehabilitation plan and having a conversation with a 

counselor when it was put together.
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Other Units
There are other units across the state where DOCCS seems not to be applying the HALT 

Law. CANY has monitored several such units since the HALT Law went into effect, including 

the Midstate Step-Down Program (SDP), the Orleans and Elmira protective custody units 

(PC), the Marcy and Coxsackie Residential Mental Health Treatment Units (RMHTU), and 

Elmira reception.

In addition to these specific units, CANY has concerns about the implementation of the law 

for incarcerated people held in general population, where monitoring has documented that 

some individuals routinely spend in excess of 17 hours each day in cell due to idleness (i.e., 

not being enrolled in programs or work assignments), lack of access to recreation yards, or 

other operational limitations. People in general population at multiple prisons also raised 

concerns about inadequate access to phone calls, expressing a desire to have the ability to 

make phone calls from tablets as individuals incarcerated in the SHU and RRU are able to 

do, and a lack of incentives, which has been exacerbated by the recent package restrictions 

and increasing commissary prices despite stagnant wages.

Step-Down Units

DOCCS appears to be operating step-down units outside the requirements of the HALT 

Law. CANY monitored the Step-Down Program (SDP) at Midstate on October 13 and 14, 

2022. Midstate’s SDP is one of three step-down units in DOCCS prisons, and the only one 

that is a step-down to general population. The step-down units at Wende and Green Haven 

are step-downs to the outside community for people being released from prison. Overall, 

at the Midstate SDP, DOCCS is holding people in conditions that amount to segregated 

confinement but is still holding people in special populations in the SDP and holding people 

in the SDP for periods of time much longer than the HALT Law’s 15 consecutive day limit, 

including upwards of a year and a half. According to DOCCS data, the median length of stay 

for everyone in the Midstate SDP on October 13, 2022 was 174 days and roughly 19% had 

been in the SDP for over 200 days including five people for over a year.

Specifically, according to both the Midstate administration and people incarcerated in the 

SDP, people in the SDP receive at most four or four and a half hours of out-of-cell time on a 

given day and may have access to less out of cell time on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. 

The administration and incarcerated people also reported that all people in the SDP are 

always shackled during out-of-cell programming and during visits, are required to stay in 

the program at least nine months, are not afforded mechanisms of release, and instead 

may have their time in the SDP extended through negative information reports without the 

due process afforded for disciplinary tickets. Many people interviewed in the SDP reported 

that they never leave their cell, with some people indicating that they are not allowed to go 

out for out-of-cell programming. As one person interviewed in the Midstate SDP reported, 

“It is very stressful. I have been suicidal. The step-down is violating the law. 
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Supposed to be 15 days in SHU and then to population or an RRU. I have been here six 

months. We are not given seven hours out of cell.” Another expressed the desire for peer-

led programs: “No one can teach better than us. This program is not individualized and the 

people leading it don’t know us and have never been around poverty. They can’t relate to us 

and yet we are supposed to open up to them. They trigger people and then don’t respond 

appropriately.”

Administrators at Midstate expressed their own frustration that the profile of the individual 

now being sent to the SDP has changed since the HALT law, making programming more 

challenging to implement in what they previously had viewed as a successful program, 

which was designed to address the needs of incarcerated people with histories of assaults 

on staff.

Residential Mental Health Treatment Units

Residential Mental Health Units (RMHUs) are units designed for people with a designated 

“serious mental illness.” The HALT Law requires that people in the RMHUs receive the 

protections of the RRUs, including access to at least seven hours of daily out-of-cell group 

programming and activities. Incarcerated people, staff, and administrators at the RMHUs at 

Coxsackie and Marcy reported that these units have generally continued to operate as they 

did before the HALT Law went into effect. For example, OMH staff at Coxsackie reported 

that there had not been changes in the daily operations of their RMHU – which held 31 

people at the time of CANY’s monitoring visit in July 2022. Staff also reported that people 

in the RMHU received four hours of out-of-cell programming, five days a week, and noted 

that people in the Behavioral Health Unit (BHU) at Great Meadow provided people with 

two hours a day of out of cell programming. Staff reported that people in the RMHU had 

more property and were receiving more recreation time on weekends than before HALT, but 

otherwise there had not been any changes made because of HALT.

Similarly, DOCCS and OMH administrators at Marcy reported that people in the RMHU – 

which held 75 people at the time of CANY’s October 2022 monitoring visit – have access 

to four hours of out-of-cell programming per day, five days a week and no out-of-cell 

programming on weekends. Specifically, Monday through Friday people are offered two 

hours of out-of-cell programming in the morning and two hours of out-of-cell programming 

in the afternoon, and on Saturdays and Sundays there is no outof- cell programming. 

Recreation on all days of the week takes place alone in a recreation pen in the back of a 

person’s cell. Both DOCCS and OMH administrators stated that nothing had changed with 

respect to programming as a result of HALT. Administrators indicated that the rec pens in 

the back of the cell were open for longer, including three hours during weekdays and seven 

hours on the weekends. The Marcy administration reported that the average length of stay 

in the RMHU was 9.7 months.
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Incarcerated people in the RMHU have access to both DOCCS and OMH programming, 

in addition to one-on-one mental health care. According to Marcy administrators, 

programming for at least some people in the RMHU includes access to core DOCCS 

programs, including out-of-cell group education classes, ART, substance use treatment (in 

the form of an Integrated Dual Disorder Treatment), and OMH-led programming. As one 

person reported, the program is “good for mental health; the staff are trying to help.” On the 

other hand, some people interviewed in Marcy’s RMHU raised concerns about the quality 

of the programming and alleged staff misconduct. For example, one person interviewed 

described the RMHU as “a lot of BS. They are trying to act like we are getting therapeutic 

treatment but we are not. They have me behind glass in my cell because I told a CO to not 

talk to me like a child. They yanked my cuffs, then started beating me up and using pepper 

spray.”

Protective Custody and Other Units

In addition to the specialized units discussed above, CANY has concerns about a lack 

of out-of-cell group programming and engagement in other housing areas, including 

in protective custody and general population units. HALT is explicit that any unit used 

for protective custody must at least conform to the requirements of the residential 

rehabilitation units. Incarcerated people in protective custody have reported to CANY being 

confined for more than 17 hours a day, without access to group programming or activities.

At Orleans, on the day of CANY’s monitoring at the prison, two people were being held 

in protective custody. Neither individual was receiving access to any group activities, the 

requisite out-of-cell time, nor the programming and other requirements of the RRUs.

Elmira’s protective custody unit – which has the capacity to hold 59 people and held 38 

people at the time of CANY’s monitoring on April 26 and 27, 2022, including people on the 

OMH caseload – seemed to be offering some out-of-cell time and programming, though not 

seven hours of daily out of cell time or programming. The administration at Elmira reported 

they were providing out-of-cell programming to people in PC, while staff reported that it 

was challenging to provide people in PC their out-of-cell time. One person interviewed in 

Elmira’s PC unit reported that he participated in an education GED program three days a 

week.

At Marcy, staff reported that anyone who needs protective custody is transferred from 

Marcy by the end of the same day it is determined they need protective custody. The 

administration and staff at Midstate reported that prior to the onset of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the facility ran a long-term protective custody unit. There was a dayroom space 

at the end of the tier that had tables and stools. There was also a second floor where there 

were program spaces, including one room with RESTART chairs and another area without 

RESTART chairs. Staff indicated that when they operated the long-term protective custody 

unit, incarcerated people participated in regular out-of-cell group programming with access 
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to programs such as ART, Sex Offender Counseling and Treatment Program (SOCTP), and 

vocational programs. Staff also indicated that they had just started to do an ASAT program 

for people in long term PC at Midstate.

Other Implementation

Out-of-Cell Programming in the SHU

At several prisons CANY monitored and at many prisons around the state CANY has 

received correspondence from, some or all people in SHU have not been receiving any 

out of cell time. The HALT Law requires all people in SHU to have access to at least four 

hours of daily out-of-cell programming. At Upstate and Orleans, every person interviewed 

in the SHU reported they did not have out-of-cell programming or out-of-cell congregate 

recreation. Similarly, at Midstate and Marcy, almost all people in the SHU reported that they 

never came out of their cell and were not offered an opportunity to participate in out of cell 

programming.

People in the SHU at Elmira – which has a capacity to hold 24 people and held 18 people at 

the time of CANY’s monitoring – were offered some out-of-cell programming and recreation 

but most people reported staying in their cell all day. For recreation, 90% of people 

interviewed in Elmira’s SHU reported that they never go to recreation. Most people reported 

that they are never offered recreation, while some people reported they choose not to go. 

The administration reported that there is no congregate recreation for people in Elmira’s 

SHU. For out-of-cell programs, Elmira had RESTART chairs on a former SHU tier.

The administration at Coxsackie similarly indicated that generally people in the SHU did not 

come out for programming, and several people in the SHU reported there were no programs 

for people in the SHU. Specifically, 78% of people interviewed in Coxsackie’s SHU reported 

they did not have access to at least three hours of out-of-cell programming per day. Also, 

people in the SHU at Coxsackie reported that recreation only took place alone in an empty 

rec pen.

Due Process

There is a long history of people being subjected to disciplinary confinement with little 

due process protections, including because hearings that can result in such confinement 

have very low evidentiary standards and are overseen by DOCCS employees rather than 

an external administrative body. The result has been that as high as 95% or more of 

disciplinary hearings result in guilty findings. The HALT Law attempted to provide at least 

some minimal due process protections, while still leaving in place the overall disciplinary 

system. Specifically, the HALT Law required all hearing officers to undergo 37 hours of 

training, and one day of training annually thereafter, “on relevant topics, including but not 

limited to, the physical and psychological effects of segregated confinement, procedural 
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and due process rights of the accused, and restorative justice remedies.” The HALT Law also 

creates a presumption against the use of pre-hearing confinement, requires hearings to 

take place within five days of any such confinement unless more time is requested by the 

person incarcerated, and allows people in disciplinary hearings that can result in segregated 

confinement or RRUs to have representation at those hearings, by an attorney, law student, 

paralegal, or other incarcerated person.

Based on information gathered during CANY’s monitoring, most people are being held 

in SHU before they have a hearing, people continued to raise concerns about unfair and 

biased hearings, and very few people have any type of representation at their hearings. 

Regarding pre-hearing confinement, 91% of people interviewed in the SHU who responded 

to the question at Upstate (five out of five), Midstate (four out of four), Marcy (nine out of 

nine), Orleans (four out of five) and Coxsackie (seven out of nine) had been placed in SHU 

prior to their disciplinary hearing. The HALT Law states that hearings shall take place prior 

to placement in the SHU unless a security supervisor, with written approval of the prison’s 

Superintendent or designee, reasonably believes the person fits the criteria for what 

conduct can result in segregated confinement. Almost everyone interviewed in the SHU 

at Orleans and Coxsackie reported that their hearing had taken place within five days of 

placement in SHU, as required under the law.

During CANY’s monitoring at Upstate and Albion, the administrations reported that 

representatives would not be able to be in person or participate via videoconference, but 

rather would only be able to call in to a hearing telephonically. These limitations raise 

concerns about whether meaningful access to representation is possible.

People interviewed in the SHUs and RRUs also complained about the lack of access to 

legal representation during hearings that can result in segregated confinement or RRU 

placement. For example, at Orleans, 65% of people interviewed in the RRU and 100% of 

people interviewed in the SHU stated that they were not told that they were allowed to 

have representation at their disciplinary hearing, and not one person interviewed in the SHU 

or RRU had representation at their hearing. Similarly at Upstate, 56% of the 72 interview 

respondents reported they were not told they could have access to representation at their 

hearing. On the other hand, two-thirds of people interviewed in the Coxsackie SHU reported 

they were told they could have access to representation, although only half said they were 

provided an opportunity to make a phone call to try to request such representation.
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Recommendations
CANY’s monitoring and DOCCS’ publicly released administrative data have documented 

numerous departures from basic adherence to the HALT Solitary Law. CANY urges the state 

to take further steps to achieve compliance with both the language and the intent of the 

law – including by limiting segregated confinement to 15 consecutive days; diverting people 

with mental health diagnoses from segregated confinement; providing people in RRUs 

with access to seven hours of daily out-of-cell group programming and activities; offering 

mandatory (e.g., ASAT, ART) and volunteer programs in RRUs; avoiding unnecessary use of 

restraints; and ensuring all units such as step-down units, mental health treatment units, 

and protective custody units follow requirements prescribed by the law. To support this 

transformation, CANY makes the following recommendations.

 • Implementation of the Law:

 ⚪  DOCCS must publicly articulate explanations for lack of adherence to or 

full implementation of each of HALT’s requirements and outline steps that 

can be taken now to follow the law’s requirements.

 ⚪ Both DOCCS and the Office of Mental Health (OMH, which operates 

mental health services and programs inside DOCCS facilities) should 

publish and adopt regulations in line with the requirements of HALT.

 • Programs for People Incarcerated in Prison:

 ⚪ DOCCS should build on its success in operating programs for incarcerated 

people by increasing the level of programming systemwide, including by 

offering rehabilitative programs toward the beginning rather than toward 

the end of an individual’s sentence (i.e., “front-loading” mandatory 

programs); expanding college, peer-led, and volunteer led programs; 

implementing more opportunities for incentives; and seek external support 

to resolve recruitment challenges for program and clinical staff.

 ⚪ OMH should articulate its role and needs in the operation of RRUs and 

expand its important partnership with DOCCS to provide additional mental 

health services and establish programs in these units.

 ⚪ DOCCS should continue to develop meaningful program opportunities for 

people in SHU and RRU that inspire robust participation.

 • Safety and Violence:

 ⚪ CANY calls upon DOCCS to increase transparency regarding how the 

agency is assessing, understanding, and responding to violence in the 

prisons including by publishing recommendations from the Prison Violence 

Task Force and publicly releasing data analysis on incidents of violence.
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 ⚪ DOCCS should engage research partners to study causes of violence and 

mechanisms for reducing violence and increasing safety; the results of 

these studies should be made public and should lead to partnerships 

with experts on violence reduction to implement evidence-based, model 

interventions. 

 • Promote Culture Change:

 ⚪ CANY encourages DOCCS to continue to increase and diversify training, 

professional development, and wellness opportunities for all staff; to 

engage with external experts in solutions that build workforce morale; and 

to continue to develop innovative recruitment strategies and partnerships 

to adequately staff facilities, particularly in medical and program areas.

 ⚪ CANY calls upon the Governor’s Office to establish a multidisciplinary 

advisory committee that works cooperatively with DOCCS to inform and 

support philosophical shifts in culture in prisons.

 ⚪ CANY urges the Legislature to pass laws that create incentives for 

incarcerated people to engage in productive activities that lead to 

opportunities for release, including expanded parole release, sentencing 

credits, and earned time off.

 
Conclusion
As discussed in the introduction to this report, evidence is clear that the use of segregated 

confinement causes harm and worsens safety while implementing effective alternatives 

that are based in full days of out-of-cell programming and engagement decreases violence 

and improves safety for everyone inside prisons and in outside communities. The HALT Law 

continues to allow the department to separate people who pose a risk of harm to others; 

if implemented properly, the law has the potential to change the nature of that separation 

such that incarcerated people receive access to help and services.

For the health, well-being, and safety of people who are incarcerated as well as staff, it is 

imperative that DOCCS make significant adjustments in its approach to implementing the 

HALT Law to demonstrate that it is possible and beneficial to decrease punishment and 

isolation while simultaneously increasing safety and wellness of both incarcerated people 

and staff.
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This is in response to the Correctional Association of New York’s (CANY) report of their assessment of 
the early months of implementation of the Humane Alternatives to Long-Term (HALT) solitary 
confinement Law in the New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision.   
 
SEGREGATED CONFINEMENT REFORM 
 
Dating back to 2014, DOCCS has made significant strides in reducing its use of segregated 
confinement and adding additional amenities to individuals held in disciplinary confinement, which 
include but are not limited to, access to two tablets, one that has the capabilities to make phone calls 
and access educational or self-help material, and the second that allows access to law library materials.  
We had also developed and implemented out-of-cell programs in step-down units, automatic time cuts, 
incentives and the ability to earn additional time cuts. 

Prior to the passage of HALT, upon agreement of the Legislature and the Executive, DOCCS had 
promulgated regulations and engaged in infrastructure projects that would enact a number of provisions 
contained in HALT within a 3-year timetable, with a cap of no more than 30 days in segregated 
confinement.  With the enactment of HALT into law in 2021, DOCCS was provided a 1-year timetable 
to execute and operationalize this complex law with a cap of no more than 15 days in segregated 
confinement.  DOCCS immediately convened a core group of Central Office Executive Team Members 
to ensure compliance with the law on the effective date of March 31, 2022.  In addition to the core 
group, DOCCS formed a number of sub-committees to enact specific provisions of the law, such as 
infrastructure, hearings, Special Housing Unit (SHU)/Residential Rehabilitation Unit (RRU) 
programming, incarcerated movement, training, and reporting.   

DOCCS held multiple trainings prior to the implementation and effective date of the law, including to all 
Superintendents and Division Heads, Union Representatives from all four unions at both the statewide 
and local levels, hearing officers, program staff, security staff assigned to specific units, and all staff as 
required by the law.  In early March of 2022, in advance of the effective date of the law, DOCCS 
launched programming components in both SHU and the RRU, starting with two facilities, with all 
facilities being operational across the State prior to the effective date.   

SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN VIOLENCE 
 
In the first thirty days of HALT being effective, DOCCS witnessed a considerable rise in violence in 
general population and more specifically, within the RRU, both in the housing area and in the classroom 
setting, targeting both staff and the incarcerated population.  The increase in violence in both general 
population and RRU resulted in DOCCS not having enough RRU capacity to transfer incarcerated 
individuals who received a disciplinary confinement sanction in excess of 15 days after they served 15 
days in segregated confinement.  It should be noted, as part of the implementation of HALT, individuals 
who are serving a confinement sanction in segregated confinement receive 4-hours out-of-cell that 
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includes 3-hours of therapeutic programming, 1-hour of recreation and access to two tablets, one that 
has the capabilities to make phone calls and access educational or self-help material, and the second 
that allows access to law library materials.   

Upon recognizing that, due to the increased violence, we encountered a depleted RRU capacity, 
DOCCS issued direction to all Superintendents directing them to offer any incarcerated individual that 
was in segregated confinement beyond 15 days 7-hours out-of-cell time, which results in the individual 
no longer meeting the definition of segregated confinement as provided for in Correction Law Section 
2, subdivision 23.  In addition, DOCCS identified additional locations to establish RRUs across the 
State in order to build capacity to deal with the increase in violence and facilitate movement from 
segregated confinement to RRU, or in the case of special populations, directly to RRU.   As of February 
of 2023, DOCCS had sufficient capacity to comply with the no more than 15-days of segregated 
confinement requirement, however, if capacity becomes an issue in the future, we will keep the 
previously described mitigation efforts in place. 
 
While the report points out that DOCCS has seen an increase in violence over the past several years, 
the report fails to recognize that the historical increases were marginal, whereas the increases 
experienced since the passage of HALT were significant. This was evidenced by significant increases 
in violence against staff and other incarcerated individuals and the rate of assault and the injuries 
sustained between 2021 and 2022, which coincides with the passage of HALT. Additional information 
is as follows: 
 
Year Assault on Staff Assault on I/I Corr. Facility 
 # / Rate per 1,000 # / Rate per 1,000 Average Pop 
    
2020 1,052 / 26.9 1,206 / 31.0 39,243 
2021 1,177 / 36.8 1,107 / 34.6 31,964 
2022 1,469 / 47.6 1,486 / 48.1 30,872 

 
 
In addition to the above, below are 2022 statistics germane to violence within the system: 

• Assaults on Staff – 1,469  
o 25% increase since 2021 
o 15% or 220 occurred in RRU 
o Staff injuries increased +24% 
o I/I injuries increased +24% 

• Assaults on Incarcerated – 1,486 
o 34% increase since 2021 
o 4% or 53 occurred in RRU 
o I/I injuries increased +27% 
o Staff injuries increased +24% 

 
Notably, the section of the report that discusses degree of injury to staff and incarcerated individuals 
only includes percentage comparisons and fails to include the increased number of injuries. By failing 
to include the increased number of injuries, the report misrepresents the data and minimizes the extent 
of the increase in injuries between 2021 and 2022. For example, the following data points provide a 
more accurate depiction of injuries sustained between 2021 and 2022: 
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• For assault on staff incidents, the number of staff that sustained injuries increased from 1,880 in 
2021 to 2,328 in 2022, which is an increase of 448 (+24%). 

• For assault on staff incidents, the number of I/Is that sustained injuries increased from 527 in 
2021 to 654 in 2022, which is an increase of 127 (+24%). 

• For incarcerated on incarcerated assault incidents, the number of staff that sustained injuries 
increased from 96 in 2021 to 119 in 2022, which is an increase of 23 (+24%). 

• For incarcerated on incarcerated assault incidents, the number of I/Is that sustained injuries 
increased from 1,460 in 2021 to 1,859 in 2022, which is an increase of 399 (+27%). 

 
The report also cited substantial increases in staff use of force incidents between 2011 and 2020. 
However, the report failed to note that this increase is largely attributable to the Department’s increased 
utilization of OC pepper spray over that time period, which is used as an alternative to “hands on” force 
to de-escalate situations. 
 
As a result of the increase in violence and the injuries to individuals that work or are incarcerated within 
our facilities, in order to protect staff under the Public Employees Safety and Health Act (PESH) and 
incarcerated people under their 8th amendment of the constitution, DOCCS placed all incarcerated 
individuals participating in out-of-cell programming in a RRU back in leg restraints.  As a result, we 
have seen an increased level of participation by incarcerated individuals in out-of-cell programming in 
RRU.  DOCCS continues to review this direction on a regular basis and has returned to an individual 
assessment for use of restraints in two facilities as a result of the decrease in violence at those two 
locations, however, we maintain restraints at all other institutions.   
To the extent the report attempts to draw some correlation between staffing ratios to violence and 
provides the security staff to incarcerated individual ratio we will take some time to explain that prisons 
are not staffed on ratios.   
 
Security staffing for each facility is based on an individual facility plot plan to maintain overall safety 
and security and optimal operational functionality. Plot plans are based on a relief factor of 1.7 for 7-
day posts and 1.2 for 5-day posts. There are 151 funded absence days for the 1.7 relief factor and 51 
for 1.2.  Funded absences for 1.7 are regular days off, vacation, holiday, personal leave, sick leave, 
and annual training.  Funded absences for 1.2 is the same, with the exception of regular days off, which 
are not funded.  Day shift (Tour 2) has the largest amount of security staff with night shift (Tour 1) when 
the incarcerated are sleeping has the least.   
 
Plot plans are developed based on facility-specific data such as facility mission, security level 
designation, incarcerated individual capacity, physical plant configuration and operational and program 
schedules of each shift. Posts (jobs) are created for recurring security functions that must be performed. 
Each facility plot plan displays each security post, the shift of the post and the number of days per week 
it must be covered (seven days a week - staffed at 1.7 or five weekdays – staffed at 1.2 to include a 
relief factor). Seven-day posts include coverage for areas such as facility security (towers), yards, mess 
halls, and housing units. Five-day posts can include academic, vocational, and industrial locations that 
are closed on weekends.  
 
The plot plan also reflects the number of officers assigned to the facility for additional services (security 
functions that are unpredictable or fluctuate) and relief for absences. Additional service officers perform 
security tasks that are integral to prison operations but are not consistent enough to require the duties 
to be designated as a post. Relief officers cover posts when the bid officers are on RDO (regular days 
off) and other absences.  One RDO relief officer will fill in for five bid shift RDOs a week, so that the 
relief officers also work a full week. 
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Additionally, while the incarcerated population has decreased significantly, resulting in the closure of 
several correctional facilities, notably, the proportion of the population that are Violent Felony Offenders 
(VFO) has steadily increased. As of February 1, 2023, over 74% of DOCCS under custody population 
were VFOs based on the most serious instant offense.  When we look at all charges and prior 
convictions, the percentage increases to 82% VFOs. Furthermore, the vast majority of facilities that 
were closed over the last several years were classified as minimum or medium security and very few 
maximum-security facilities were closed.  
 
To evaluate facility staffing needs based on an across-the-board application of an incarcerated 
individual-to-officer staffing ratio, ignores the reality that staffing is based on institutional layout and 
mission.   
 
HEARING PROCESS AND LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
 
All incarcerated individuals alleged to have violated the standards of behavior for the incarcerated 
population, are provided with significant due process protections, which include meaningful 
opportunities to challenge the allegations.  The disciplinary system is rooted in fair practices and 
procedures, that require lawfully obtained and credible evidence.  The disciplinary system assists in 
protection of the health, safety, and security of all persons within a correctional facility, but serves an 
important role in rehabilitation of incarcerated individuals and maintaining the morale of the facility.   
 
The Department’s disciplinary system has several built-in safeguards to ensure due process.  
Moreover, it is the Department’s policy that the disciplinary procedures are conducted in a fair and 
equitable manner to ensure that decisions are not influenced by stereotypes or biases.  Misbehavior 
reports set forth three (3) tiers of offenses, and the standards for behavior are provided to all 
incarcerated individuals.  In certain cases where an incarcerated individual is charged with serious 
misconduct resulting in a Superintendent’s Hearing that could result in a confinement sanction, the 
individual may seek employee assistance to gather additional evidence, and be represented by an 
attorney, law student, paralegal, or other incarcerated individual at the hearing.  Such criteria were 
published and is provided to the incarcerated individual upon being served with the misbehavior report.  
The Department’s standards of behavior violations are classified based on the severity of the offense 
and the potential sanctions. 

As a result of the HALT solitary confinement law, the Department made significant changes to the 
hearing process, conducted a review of the offenses that could result in pre-hearing confinement as 
well as a confinement sanction in general.  As a result, DOCCS modified six disciplinary charges that 
did not meet the criteria as outlined in Correction Law Section 137, subdivision 6(k), and lowered their 
Tier from a 3 to a 2, which resulted in confinement time not being a sanction available to the hearing 
officer. The remaining disciplinary infractions, depending on the circumstances of the specific instance, 
could rise to a Tier 3 level, and comply with the aforementioned subdivision.  In order to ensure that 
disciplinary review officers and hearing officers are correctly comparing the conduct as described in the 
misbehavior report to what is outlined in this subsection, DOCCS has published a review officer’s 
manual that includes the specific criteria outlined in this subdivision and provided a copy to all 
disciplinary review officers and hearing officers.  This, as well as other operational impacts of HALT, 
were also codified in NYCRR Title 7. 

As required by law, DOCCS has been publishing a variety of data associated with HALT on our web 
page.  Unfortunately, some entities have misinterpreted the data and have asserted that we are placing 
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people in segregated confinement for conduct that does not rise to the level of segregated confinement.  
The information posted provides all disciplinary charges associated with a misbehavior report.  If the 
individual assaulted another incarcerated individual and when staff responded did not follow direction 
to stop, they may be charged with assault and direct order, with the assault being behavior where a 
segregated confinement sanction may be an appropriate disposition. 

SPECIAL POPULATIONS 
 
The Halt solitary confinement law defines “special populations” within the incarcerated populations and 
prohibits those individual’s placement in segregated confinement for any length of time.  A “special 
population” is defined in Correction Law Section 2, subdivision 33 as follows: 
 

Any person: (a) twenty-one years of age or younger; (b) fifty-five years of age or older; (c) with 
a disability as defined in paragraph (a) of subdivision twenty-one of section two hundred ninety-
two of the executive law; or (d) who is pregnant, in the first eight weeks of the post-partum 
recovery period after giving birth, or caring for a child in a correctional institution pursuant to 
subdivisions two and three of section six hundred eleven of this chapter. 

 
In order to ensure compliance, DOCCS took a number of steps to ensure staff clearly understood who 
met the definition of a “special population”, including the placement of a “NO SHU CELL” flashing 
indicator on our incarcerated management system, issuance of policy memorandums that clarifying 
disability and who would fall under such category and direction to enter the appropriate medical code 
into mainframe health record system.  In addition, the policy allows for a medical code to be entered by 
the physician for those evaluated/assessed that, due to their current condition, SHU is medically 
contraindicated that otherwise would not fall under special population. 
 
It is important for this report to further provide the full language contained in paragraph (a) of subdivision 
twenty-one of section two hundred ninety-two of the executive law, which reads as follows: 
 

The term “disability” means (a) a physical, mental or medical impairment resulting in anatomical, 
physiological, genetic or neurological conditions which prevents the exercise of a normal bodily 
function or is demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques. 

 
Based on the definition provided in this section and contained within the definition of “special 
population”, based on the community standards and in consultation with the Office of Mental Health 
(OMH), it was determined that individuals identified as seriously mentally ill meet the criteria.   This is 
further supported by the previous use of Executive Law Section 21 definition being defined in the SHU 
Exclusion Law, which was passed in 2008 and excluded individuals identified as seriously mentally ill 
from going to segregated confinement for more than 30 days.  Other incarcerated individuals that are 
on the OMH caseload, but have not been identified as seriously mentally ill, do not meet the definition 
as provided for in Executive Law Section 21 or that of a “special population.” 
 
SHU/RRU Out-of-Cell Time and Programming 
 
In compliance with the HALT solitary confinement law, DOCCS developed policies that requires all 
incarcerated individuals in segregated confinement to be offered 4-hours of out-of-cell time.  This 
includes an intensive 3-hour program module of Cognitive Behavioral Treatment, as they are only in 
the program for a maximum of 15-days.  In addition, individuals are offered at least one-hour of 
recreation. 
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Individuals that received a disciplinary confinement sanction beyond 15-days are transferred to an 
RRU, where they receive an assessment by the multi-disciplinary Program Management Team.  
Incarcerated individuals in a RRU are offered 7-hours out-of-cell time.  Each individual receives a 
combination of out-of-cell time consistent with the law that includes programming and recreation, with 
the ability to earn additional incentives.  The Department does have several infrastructure projects that 
could not be completed within the one-year timeframe to implement this complex law, which will provide 
for congregate recreation areas for RRU’s at various facilities.  

The foundational curriculum used in an RRU is a Cognitive Behavioral Treatment (CBT) that uses 
interactive journaling as the selected methodology.  The programming intervention provides 
opportunities for skill building in areas of rational thinking, communication skills, violence prevention, 
responsibility, health/wellness and maintaining positive change. An assortment of holistic resources is 
used to supplement the CBT materials. Topics include self-regulation skill development, health, soft 
skills/life skills, current events, stress management and recreation.  The curriculum in the RRU also 
incorporates components of core programs that are delivered to general population incarcerated 
individuals based on their individual needs, which is compliant with Correction Law Section 137, 
subdivision (6)(v).  There is some misconception in the report that the RRU must access to mandatory 
DOCCS programming, which is not what is required.  To provide for mandatory programs that allow for 
credit toward merit time or limited credit time, would reward misbehavior, serve as a disincentive for 
positive institutional adjustment, and not address the fundamental behavior which resulted in their 
placement in an RRU. 

Special Population participants who are 21 years of age and younger who have an unmet academic 
need are provided academic programming in addition to their RRU holistic programming, for a 
combined total not less than 5.5-hours daily. This is multi-level programming that may consist of English 
as a Second Language, Adult Basic Education, Pre-High School Equivalency, High School Equivalency 
and Special Education.  Upon arrival at the RRU, an individualized rehabilitation plan is developed and 
implemented.  Throughout their time in the RRU, individuals are assessed by the Program Management 
Team more frequently than the 60 days, as required under the law, often resulting in time assessments 
to reduce their confinement time and, if they have substantially completed their rehabilitation plan, they 
are released to general population prior to the end of their disciplinary sanction with all good time 
restored if such sanction included a recommenced loss of good time.  

The law further requires that all protective custody units and the conditions and services provided in 
the residential mental health treatment units be at least comparable to those in RRU.  It also specifies 
that all the residential mental health treatment units comply with certain provisions of the law.  DOCCS 
has modified the operations of those units and is in compliance with the provisions of the law.  It should 
be noted that in a recent audit, deficiencies were identified in one such specialized unit which have 
subsequently been corrected.   

The report indicates that DOCCS is operating units outside of the requirements of both segregated 
confinement and RRUs.  As previously noted, DOCCS operates a step-down unit which offers 7-hours 
out-of-cell, as a result, it is not segregated confinement as defined in Correction Law. 
 
REPORTS OF STAFF MISCONDUCT 
 
The report included several quotes from incarcerated individuals alleging staff misconduct, to include 
the use of racial slurs. The Department has absolutely zero tolerance for any form of racial 
discrimination and will take disciplinary action against any staff member found to have committed 
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misconduct, including referrals for outside investigation and prosecution when appropriate. The 
Department has successfully terminated employees for even a single use of the N word. While the 
Department cannot comment on unverified allegations, any incarcerated individual who feels they 
experienced discrimination or were the subject of staff misconduct are encouraged to submit a 
complaint to our Office of Special Investigations, including via the 444 telephone hotline available to 
the population. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The Department has long recognized that we needed to shift our reliance on segregated confinement 
as a means to drive safety within the system.  In the early 1990s, when violence began to escalate, the 
Department erected additional segregated confinement space in order to appropriately separate 
individuals from staff and the general population.  Unfortunately, over time, disciplinary confinement 
sanctions continued to increase and we, as a Department were not previously addressing the 
underlying behavior the led the incarcerated individual to engage in violent conduct. 
 
As previously outlined, dating back to 2014, DOCCS has made significant strides in reducing its use of 
segregated confinement and adding additional rehabilitative amenities to individuals held in disciplinary 
confinement, which include but are not limited to, access to two tablets, one that has the capabilities to 
make phone calls and access educational or self-help material, and the second that allows access to 
law library materials.  We had also developed and implemented out-of-cell programs in step-down units, 
automatic time cuts, incentives and the ability to earn additional time cuts.   

DOCCS agrees with the fundamental principles behind the HALT law to limit the amount of time people 
spend in segregated confinement and provide individuals with meaningful out-of-cell trauma informed 
therapeutic programming that addresses underlying causes of the problematic behavior. To display this 
commitment, as the Commissioner previously testified before the state legislature, the Commissioner 
and Executive Deputy Commissioner spent 24 hours in a SHU cell in December of 2018. This was 
carefully planned to ensure that agency leadership had a realistic experience to witness first-hand the 
conditions of the units and opportunities to engage with staff and other incarcerated individuals to limit 
the amount of isolation. This commitment remains, however, despite developing and deploying such 
program module, if staff and incarcerated individuals do not feel safe, staff will not deliver the program 
in the manner intended and incarcerated individuals will not participate or attend these meaningful 
programs.  We have an obligation to provide the safest environment possible for staff to work and the 
incarcerated population to program.  The safety and well-being of staff and incarcerated individuals is 
our top priority. We look forward with working with our workforce, unions, interested stakeholders and 
the legislature in identifying ways to reduce the violence within our institutions. 

Attached are some of the letters that the Commissioner and the Department have received from 
incarcerated individuals and staff about the effects that HALT has had on them ranging from resigning 
their employment as a Correction Officer to violent incarcerated individuals assaulting other individuals. 
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March 13, 2023 
 
Sumeet Sharma 
Director of Monitoring and Advocacy 
Correctional Association of New York 
Post Office Box 793   
Brooklyn, New York 11207 
 
RE: Report Assessing the Early Months of Implementation of the HALT Solitary Confinement 
Law in New York State Prisons 
 
Dear Director Sharma: 
 
We received your report of findings regarding the implementation of the Humane Alternatives to 
Long-Term (HALT) Solitary Confinement Law across New York State prisons. We recognize that 
the bulk of your report and findings are directed towards the Department of Corrections and 
Community Supervision (DOCCS); however, we would like to respond to the matters pertaining 
to the Office of Mental Health (OMH). 
 
CANY’s recommendations for OMH were as follows: 
 

1. “OMH should articulate its role and needs in the operation of RRUs and expand its 
important partnership with DOCCS to provide additional mental health services and 
establish programs in these units.” 
 
OMH Response:  
OMH has established policies and procedures in the operation of RRUs that are consistent 
with completing required assessments of every RRU participant according to the 
timeframes established per facility OMH service level in the HALT statute. Additionally, 
OMH provides individual treatment services to every RRU participant on the active OMH 
caseload, in accordance with their individual treatment needs and goals. Finally, OMH 
staff are participating in the RRU Program Management Team meetings.   Since the HALT 
statute was passed, OMH has been engaged in continuous discussions with DOCCS 
related to the additional staffing items that would be required to provide mental health 
programming in RRUs. OMH is prepared to begin group programming to OMH caseload 
patients in select RRUs when concerns about security monitoring of RRU classrooms is 
resolved. This topic also continues to be discussed with DOCCS.   
 

Other comments were made that OMH would like to address: 
 

• On page 8: “A 2020 report documented that the rate of self-harm in New York’s prisons 
was 12 times higher in SHU than the rest of the prison population, with suicide attempts 
in the prisons as a whole occurring on average almost once every two days, and the rate 
of death by suicide was five times higher in SHU and keeplock.23” 
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OMH Response: It is unclear what report CANY is referring to as information about 
footnote 23 is not present at the end of any pages and this claim contradicts OMH’s data. 
In review of the report OMH provided to CANY about the 2020 suicides, suicide attempts, 
and self-harm, it was indicated that 1 out of 11 suicides occurred in the SHU/Long-Term 
Keeplock (LTKL), and 13 out of 82 attempts occurred in SHU/LTKL. Housing locations 
could not be provided for the self-harm incidents. The numbers reported by CANY also do 
not match DOCCS’s Unusual Incident Report, which indicates 6 out of 68 self-inflicted 
injury reports were from SHU and 62 out of 176 suicide attempt reports were from SHU. 
OMH requests that CANY release the source of this claim for verification.  
 

• On page 21, “HALT excludes ‘special populations’ from being placed in segregated 
confinement, including any person as defined in section 292(21) of the Executive Law with 
a ‘physical, mental, or medical impairment . . .demonstrable by medically accepted … 
diagnostic techniques.’ In other words, HALT prohibits anyone with a mental health 
diagnosis, including anyone on the state Office of Mental Health (OMH) caseload, and 
anyone with a physical or cognitive disability diagnosis from being placed in segregated 
confinement.” 
 
OMH Response: This is an inaccurate interpretation of the Executive Law’s definition of 
“special population.” Per section 292(21) of Executive Law, a “disability,” which would 
require someone to be considered part of the “special population,” is defined as “a 
physical, mental or medical impairment resulting from anatomical, physiological, genetic 
or neurological conditions which prevents the exercise of a normal bodily function or is 
demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques…” Not all 
mental health diagnoses are synonymous with an individual experiencing substantial 
functional disability (Mental Hygiene Law 1.03). This is not only true in the correctional 
environment, but applies across mental health settings, including the community. In cases 
where an individual at a correctional facility is experiencing substantial functional disability 
due to their mental health, they are assigned an S-designation and thus appropriately 
considered part of the “special population.” 

 
• On page 26, “Others raised concerns about a lack of confidentiality because they have to 

speak to mental health counselors while they were confined in their cell, with correction 
officers nearby, their cellmate also present, and other incarcerated people able to hear. 
For example, one person interviewed in the Upstate RRU reported, ‘I need help, but the 
counselors always come by with a CO and I need privacy to be able to talk to them. I also 
don’t want to talk to them when my bunky is right there.’” 
 
OMH Response: These statements appear to be about the rounds conducted in the 
SHU/RRU as opposed to mental health callouts. OMH staff are required to have a DOCCS 
escort when they are on the housing block and, with the double-bunk structure of the RRU, 
it is likely a bunkmate will be present during rounds. This contact is meant to be a brief 
check-in and opportunity for individuals to let OMH staff know they want to be seen; this 
is not meant to be a full mental health assessment. If incarcerated individuals do not feel 
comfortable telling OMH at that time that they would like to be scheduled for a private 
interview, they can either submit a request to OMH staff in writing or ask security and/or 
medical personnel to refer them. Official mental health callouts are done in designated 
private interview rooms unless the individual refuses to attend, does not show, or there 
are environmental factors such as a facility lockdown that prevent this from happening.  
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OMH will continue to monitor the services provided to individuals in need of mental health 
services and make changes as indicated and as achievable. Collaboration with DOCCS will 
continue as many of these processes rely on input from both agencies. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Li-Wen Lee, M.D. 
Associate Commissioner 
Division of Forensic Services 
 
cc:  Danielle Dill, Psy.D., Executive Director, CNYPC 

William Vertoske, Deputy Director, Corrections Based Operations, CNYPC 
 File 
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